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Election Gives Students Voice

When the polls close at 4 o’clock this afternoon, the
San Jose State College
issue of whether the burden of financing the myriad activi- v 40
ig
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1951
ties of the student body shall be shared universally by all
students will have been resolved.
We feel it is unnecessary to reemphasize editorially
the many advantages of the universal ASB card system--1
all student leaders, and even those on campus who are in a
disinterested status, have enumerated these benefits at
length.
I+ would be hyprocritical for the Spartan Daily to claim
I is u erNal ees
a neutral position concerning the issue. The increased revEit’Clillll
1(1
enue that would fall to the college newspaper if the measure
, 1,,et ion
tieing held ’
is passed will eliminate many production problems that have’
campus today to determine if the.
mike.’ students want a rniversal
vexed the staff for many years.
I Associated Student Body- card fee
Yet, to us the most important result of today’s election
All regular students, excel
"Freshmen. vote today !" urges
Among the bands that will permembers of the junior college, oh.,
is that it reflects the TRUE opinion of ALL students on this form
at Friday night’s Prune-Bowl Harlow Lloyd. chief justice of the
are carrying mons than six units
issue. Only in this manner can there be no doubt that the kame between San Jose State Student Courf.
of school work are eligible to .
Ununiversity
Polls
opened
in
the
Student
Marquette
and
college
on the ISSUe tOdilY in the St ,
measure carried, or failed, because of a lack of interest.
will be a Marine Corps band, four ion at 8 a.m. and will remain open
until 4 p.m for the election ot Union from it a m. until 4
Salvation
and
the
The complaint is not too seldom heard around campus drum corps,
to President T W
class officers, he said.
Army band, said Robert Olson, freshmanaccording
Quai’i
that the students have too small a voice in decisions that SJS band director.
continued.
"T od a y," Floyd
The election is being condo. I At 6:45 p.m., Olson said, per- "members of the freshman class
affect them directly. This charge cannot be leveled at the formances
groups
by the various
hive an opportunity to choose the ed bs, college authorities under
et
ASB card issue, for the outcome rests solely upon the demo- will begin and will continue until students who will represent them the prosisions of Secti011
Article 1.5 ..1 the .%dministratis
the pre-game ceremony which will this year."
cratic will of the students.
The offices and their respective Code. he disclosed,
be led by the SJS hand.
E W
If you support the universal plan, make certain to vote! Each group will present a half- candidates are: president Art Faculty members ads
is.
Lund: vice president Gordon pr. ents, counselor and
time program. Olson said.
Without doubt, those in opposition to the plan will not be The intersectional game is being nold, Tom Brown and Anne Saha, Student Council. and Dr. S. Leila
sponsored by the Salvation Army secretary Barbara Burke, Carol Swageri. associate Professor of so apathetic.
cial science, are present at the

card Issue to 13e Settled
In Today’s Vital Election
Outside Bands Class
Join Spartans For F resit m en
For Pageant Sltacd l’inIts

I"

to help raise a Christmas fund for
needy children.
A group of townspeople, in cooperation with the college, invited
1 the other groups to perform, 4)Ison
said. "We are happy to join with
Explode
-bomb Underrround the other music organizations for
Tokyo. Artillery fire in the 4erday signaled the seventh atomic the event." he added.
west and battles in the east ended explosion in the current series. It
an informal cease-fire in Korea ;also indicated American scientists
yesterday, but the 8th army said ’ may have touched off the first unit would stick to a new policy of d,:rcround nuclear blast in history.
fighting only when attacked.
Truce Hopes Look Better
Gen. James A. Van Fleet, comPanmujom, Korea.
The CoinNI. nii..rs of the San Jose Board
mander of the 8th Army, attrib- ; monists backed down slightly yesof Education last night decried the
uted Wednesday’s undeclared truce terday in their demand for immeorder from the state government
and reports of an order to his diate withdrawal of foreign troops
in Sacramento to require separatroops to cease fire to a misinter- from Korea and opened the way
tion of San Jose Junior college.
pretation of his directives by lower I for a possible compromise.
from the state college not later
command officers.
than June of ’1954,
Truman ISSUP14 Warning
The board instructed SuperinKey West, Fla. President Trutendent Earle P. Crandall to pre.
man yesterday warned against any
I tante them information upon which
**premature slackening" of the
they will seek to have the state
United Nations effort in Korea, i Following the Spartan -Cal Poly ;legislature rescind the separation
reiterating that no cease-fire could basketball game tomorrow night ’order, which board president liarhe arranged without a signed ar- the Newman club will initiate a N.CY C. miner termed. "unholy, on series of Saturday night dances at :founded and unnecessary"
mistice.
its hall, 79 S. Fifth street, accord- ,
A-Bomb Goes l’ndesrground
ill
Mt Charleston, Nev.- A strange ing to Joe Moore, chairman.
Admission to the dance will he
dirty cloud of smoke and debris
that boiled up from the ground ;25 cents per person. Music for the ’
after a pin -point atomic flash yes- ’affair will be furnished by records.;

War A ction Resumes HI Korea;
A

S.J. Board Decrie, s
Separation of .11

Basketball Dance
To Start Series

Top the Hilhoppers

Hotchkiss, Shirley Murphy and Alberta Woodworth; treasurer Joanne "Jody" Ford, Rod Kolze and
Pat Valentine.
The Student Court will an nounce the winninc candidates
after the. ntf’S are tallied tonight.

Polls to supervise the conduct
the election.
According to the Code of tit,
California State Department of
F.deication, the initial used at today% election is in the following
foim
"Shall the Director of Edamtion n a membership fee in the
student hods organization of San
Jose State college %%hide shall
be required of all regular stii
dent enrolled in the ..Lite col

-.

Ducat Deadline

Today, at 3 p.m. is the deadline for the purchase of Iberia
to the Marquette-SJS football
game, according to Mrs. Lee
lie eThe?.f.e. 14111 be adopted ii
Stuck of the Graduate Mana- a two-thirds affirmative sot’
ger’s office.
Dean of Students Joe H. V%..eti
All seats are resered, accord- has stated. "I believe that if the
ing to section and seat number, students were to inform themshe said.
selves fully regarding th. I
_
to he derived ft -am uni,
,
elated student hotly mi
there would be a very strong %Ole
ip 114 tilvOr at the polls."
Dr. Dwight Bendel, head of the
Journalism department, says that
the tiniersal student body raid
Forty-one Marquette foot ball has become almost imperative if
playeis will be honored at is sport we at" to continue publication of
dance to he held in the ballroom a daily- newspaisa on the camp .
Dean or Men saanley c. Bee,
of the Hotel DeAnza following tonight’s Prunes Bowl grid classic he- states, "I feet ter slrongls that
euery student
id share tit,
twee4 San Jose and Marquette
The dance, a climax to the Hilltop- financial rewonsibilits of MOP
pers’ stay in California, is span- porting lh.. ...Attila., which aIr
sored by Kappa Alpha fraternity. financed hs the student bad..
I According to Danny Hill. ath- 1.er.shoo benefits. directis or
let ic publicity director, this will indirect’."
Gle tin liai ii A III I, tilt., tot Of
I be Bo. first time the Marquette
!team has been formally entertain- Ni..11 !, phYSICa I 4.1ilatal I. tn. 111 ‘...a!,..1
ed during their stay in San Jose. that his 4. partment lee. i,...1 a
’I feel that the dance will do a budget cut oh $3000 this (pm: ter
.’oat deal to further good will and believes, "II we ’loot get tbil
istween the two schools.- com- money we’ll hare to cut out some
mented Mercy Richmond, chair- sports at the college. We’re waiting to 41 what sports to disconman of the dance.
coeds tinue if thee Uniet-sal Associated
Spartan
Twenty-three
rum the campus sororities and 111- Student Body Card fee isn’t passed
*
di.pendi nt organizations will act tis the student, 1.nd Spolsar, ASH president, has
as 11041(.4%1’S for the visiting team 1
Kappa ’Alpha’s Bill lamson. Herb ’ resf.ntell that Ili, college 114 one of
Vargas and Ken Murray are in ithe fe w InS1 ii lit’. ms in the nation
;charge of the blue and gold foot - which does not have utin.rsat as ’ball decorations which will be lea - sotnate.d studesnt body membership.
II" added that at the present
tiered at the, De.Anza ballroom
Bill Codiga. Kappa Alpha, is in time about 4774 Spartans base
’charge of publicity. Patrons at the pui chased student body carol; The
dance will he Dr. and Mrs. 0. C. I remaining 2000 should holy tri
Williams, and Mr and Mrs. James ;share the financial responsibility
supporting the activities which
iof
The Marquette team will leave are financed by the student body.
San Jose Saturday. for Milwaukee, ’1g. voting "Yes" on the proposa;
lin today’s election, he said.
Wisconsin.

Dance A ill Honor
Marquette Team

1

MARQI ETTE FOOTBALL plasers are ...Winn being introduced by Morey Richmond to three Spartan coeds who will act as hostesses tonight when
the visiting football team is honored at a dance to
be held after the game at the Hotel De Anza ballroom. The dance i. sponsored by Kappa Alpha

photo tet, Zimmerman
frsternity. Left to right are h o t sses Pat
Malsh. ’am Kanunerer .ind Jean ElssOOd being
introduced to Marquette Fullback Bills. Bids. and
Halfback 441. Micka. Brure summers, president
of Kappa 11plet fraternity, looks on at right.

Vote on Universal ASB Card Fee Today
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Hare You Voted Yet?
1 Cappella Choir Rain Delays St adium Painting
Q_...
%Ill! Sing S undav
i Kt Kt,
Over Station

black letters on a white backRain has temporarily delayed
ground.
the painting of Spartan stadium,’
.,’ , , Byron Bollinger, college superin- i He added that the State Detendent of buildings and grounds. I partmen t of Architecture has estiI mated that the painting of Sparbeannounced yesterday.
Th., A Cappella choir will
He disclosed that a second coat !tan stadium will cost $36,000.
heard Sunday at 9 a.m. over sta- . of gray currently is being added i
trot’ KFRC in a broadcast which to the seats, stairs, stair rails and l
’
will feature religious music. said !retaining wall at the stadium.
Mr. Bollinger added that the N.,
William Eriend.son. choir di- I
!press boxes in the arena are being C!
Spacious Booths ...
.%mong the presentations will ’ painted cream.
superinteed,et
college
The
be selection. from the ’’VerePleasant Atmosphere ...
stated that the stadium
mony of I amis." by ftertkamin
. sas repair’
And Really
Britten. The women in the choir ’’ioard rci
still sing the music, with harp
GOOD Food
..companiment by Mrs. Lydia I
it.arthby of the Musk- departtent faculty.
Dinners from 1.00
.;loria Surian and Arthur Huff
.1 sing solo parts from the "Ben- ,
et,is." by! Paladihle.
Special Pates
7-tvirsdav morning the el
to College Group
end the half-hour bp, ,
Parties
All You Can Eat
tn the San Francisco star,
A(’ busses will transport th.
iiartiliers of the group.
The broadcast is one of tiro,.
that the Mutual Hroadcastin.
s.sstein has sponsored, said M.

Let’s go
SKATING!

Smorgasbord

1101.1) THAT CHIN(’HILI.%
I arefully clutching the rabbitrtowinhling rodents are Dr. Eth4---_
Of .
el M. Shand I left ), nit, iii Wre’
and
by.
tling coach Ted MI
Rocel I:. Pisani), instructor in
biology. Mr. shaull brought the
to.. specimens from her LIM Gatos ranch to illustrate a talk
on chinchillas she gate Tuesday
afternoon to member. of Mr. Pisan... 1inimal Husbandry class.
photo by Armstrong

Big Family Tret.

Chinchillas Have Many
It .1a1 ives.Say sDr.Shaull
it

’,bid

mcat Iiistes like that of,_ quail
Gill fit.%
Iterause of their small site, it
relisliNies of the
1141.1111. tak,,. about 73 chinchilla pelts to
pig,
1-....-.1fonc.
guinea
mask.’ as short jacket. A long coat
slennel anti chipmunk "
firelni‘ell Di Ethel M Shaull. 1-efinitrls riff to 200 pelt.. Howwit. of Wicstling enrich k: Wesley eser, the extremely high cost of
NI,inthy anil iii alithewity on’ such garments precludes the furchinchillas, oh, n she spoke to riers from mash -producing them.
ril
(;
Pe:antis Ant- : Itr. Shaull estimates that there
chi., l’ne.olay sift- ! art- only 1% to 34) -pure" chinchilla
rnal
cr rosin in 52110
rows, listeners1 coats in the world.
stlitienit. Own Miss Jan!
According to Coach Mumby,
tisolovy
Fsank C who Ka
introiluctory sketch
Gale’s Nature Stud) class and
! of chinchilla,, and presented slides
Militant Graf’s 7.0.40I0 VIA’S
illustrating his wile’s talk. the aniDr. shasill and her husband mals were discovered in the Andes
mountains in Chile around 1923.
hate niorraled a chin, hill.. ramie
1..le-ti of them were brought to
in I os r.at.. ince 1911 They
the United States shortly therelion hair Inn himhillas.
Sonic Indication of their
after.
l’hoi,14111..14i.1110
!rapid multiplication can br realW.. minor
oith its soft
! reed by the fact that there arc
pcar ly -gray liar and mart elms
150,1xin to 31111.11011 chinchillas v
t It IUMlt +wine.i has diskitiesItir
this comitly today
I Met I’ hat octet ist WS. I ir
Shaun
"Finest stock of chinchillas in
Me I nited states Is found in the
-The chinchilla iliffirs from
stair Francisco hay area." said
in that it is a noclutnal
Mirmhy. "There are about
noimai."
said "In addition. it 1111111 raisers in this region."
is pitr
one eve
opt
(*.Icon Ilartranft, director of
.
o
dancer. has sensitive .ar, and ’physical education, also related hi&
or smell :experiences with chinchillas. He
uhiskers, an actor
it.. world is is a self-styled greenhorn in the
and hates twosome
largely one of snit 11 IP el and industry, having had a pair only
imise ’
10 days. He received them front
1.. rage life of thr aninInl is Coach Whimhy.
abouttears,
although
"Chinchillas are easy to take
...ow tŒte is tong a.Is years. ,’are of." declared Mr Ifartranft
suirlamited eater, it throes !"Tio re also cute and about the
on alfalfa hay.. grecns, fresh eleani-st
know My wit.
front i ewer tads :unites
%min
and 1 ..:r.atly cidoy
then,
finny.,
.n.I
skim
As a 11111411A -tip to Titcstiav’si
inettilicra of NIr
lir Shaiill g .1 is h., ("I the ’’di- anima: Husbandry class hill at.
list.’
id 0,111.’101a,
rtir.
41.
I) Nlitmli)
chinchi II., rail,
Ai.- ..."1
afternoon.
-The III I..,
’InnetnI1/104 is r’’

Art Lund
for

Frosh President

ROLLERLAND

Chalet
Caie

1106 The Alameda

37 W. San Carlos

When it’s all over ..
m going to RELAX, and
have a GOOD meal at

simpon Sets High
Mark for Ski Club
On Slalom Course
Skiing under adverse snow conditions, the Ski club team held
try-olits Nov. 25 at Soda Springs,
according to Ray Johnson, competition chairman.
Norm Simpson turned in top
time of the day, skiing the Giant
Slalnnt course in 1 min. 6.9 secKen Schillig’s time was
onds.
1:9.4 seconds, followed by John
Wittwer with
1:13.8 seconds.
These men tentatively are classed
as racers for the team.
other skiers who participated
in the try -outs and won alternate
spots on the team are Ray Johnson, Gordon King, Leland Yip, Bob
Whalley, Keithe Endershy and
Carol Clark. Miss Clark waa the
only woman to participate in the,
trials.
Johnson said that another tryout Aili be- hit at a lat,a- date.

t1Pchie:6
Steak House

545 South Second

$10.00
FREE!
JULES ROZZI JEWELRY MERCHANDISE ORDER
IF YOU CAN GUESS THE TOTAL

COMBINED SCORE OF
THE

SJS vs MARQUETTE

GAME

JUST BRING THIS COUPON BEFORE 5:00 P.M. FRIDAY TO

Ni) Diteuts "Needed
tor limp Contest
studs.nts v.ill not be required

to
obtain tickets in advance for the
Cal Poly-SJS basketball game Saturday night, according to Mrs Lee
Stuck of the Graduate Manager’s
office.
Students with ASB cards and
faculty members with honorary
cards will be admitted free of
charge at the San Carlos street
entrance to the Men’s gym, she
said Non card-holders may putehase tickets at the door for $1.

SOON!
But we are
all the time

Name
Address
Store

-1 JULES
’ BOZZI
Jewelers
23 E. SANTA CLARA

After the game, it’s the . . .

Cpeameta9
DRIVE-IN &
RESTAURANT

serving
Assorted Sandwiches
Box Loathe%

Open 24 Hours

SAN JOSE
BOX LUNCH

Consistently High Quality Food

135 E San Antonio

Corner of 12th & Santa Clara

Off 4111 St.

!Miss Football
!Really Doesnat
!Mind After All

HERE and THERE
E.]

tea by

BILL WELDY

Friday, Nov. 30, 1951

SP ARTA N DAILY

Poll Finds Nearly Half
Of Student Body Cheats

From the Everett LC. Clipper
N, .1: e-, halt ot the stud,I,I. .it
The whistle blows. The big 200Temple university students recently held their annual Penny lb. player adyancirs with measured UCLA have admitted
’stride and swings his sinewy leg.
This information was re% ’sleet in
Preakness. This gala affair, in which the Temple students participatel
There is a dull thud as tee meets
tS a class competition contest. The Salvation Army chapter in PM1-1 leather. Approximately 20.000 ees thv UCLA Daily Brum last week
adelphia receives all profits to add to their Christmas fund. The watch, and 10.000 hearts thrill as with the publication en the resent.
sophomore. and senior classes compete against the freshman and junior the football soars through the air. of a poll taken on (’heat in.: by the
Contingent’s to see which group can stretch the longest line.of pennies
These proceedings do thrill spec- Westwood stud. ins.
along one of the campus streets. Temple students deposited 8000 pen- tators, but we were curious as to
Results 01
the questionnaire,
nies along the contest route. Salvation Army members swept up the how the football reacts to them. then last spring b the
For
this
purpose
we
arranged
the
"mess" and Will use it to make Christmas a happier day for the poor
Bureau 44f Student 01
.
in Philadelphia. The plan seems worthwhile, and could be made into following exclusive interview with that is per rent of all slit:lents
the object of all this autumnal at- inter% iet eel
"art it V.’
admit led
a lively project on any of the nation’s campuses.
tention.
cheating in the last %ear, and an
Ohio State Coeds Study Billiards
"What are your views of the additional I VIVI cent admitted
One of the last male strongholds soon ma 3 ht. overrun with mem- game, Mr. Football?"
cheating .it
at UCLA.
bers of the so-called weaker sex, if a new course now being offered
"I beg your pardon, sir. It’s although not in the past year.
at Ohio State university is any indication. The Buckeye university’s Miss Football, as you should be
-Act is c- cheating was defined as
women’s physical education -department is giving a course in pool play- able 16 tell by my pink laces."
cheating in which t he person’s
"Ah,
yes,
of
course,
pardon
me,
ing. Already the Michigan State college newspaper has suggested
grade could be improved, as by
copying cribbing notes, or turning
that Ohio State erect a "Coeds’ Cue Coliseum" or a "Women’s Gym- but what are your yiews?"
"Well I admit the kicking is in soinemt4.4.1w’s t4’1711 papa’.
nasium Billiard Annex."
nerve-racking. Sometimes I think
The person most likel!. to cheat
But can you
I’ll just blow-up.
Unusual Major Department
at UCLA. said the ilium, is a non Many coeds at the University of Minnesota are envious of Kath- imagine being pursued for about
ve’te’ran unde,rgracheate student unerine Walker. It seems Miss Walker is the lone female enrolled in the two hours by 22 virulent young der 21 cars old, majoring in busimen,
each
straining
to
crush
you
university’s Naval ROTC program. She actually is enrolled in the
ness administration, education, 01
Women’s NROTC program, but courses are not offered in this section in his arms?"
OW of the biological sciences
"Ali. no, I can’t."
during the regular college years.
Further fffff re. he is iiiii
"Silly boy, of course you can’t.
There is a similar situation at Michigan State college where Bob And oh those quarterbacks! They to he in a fraternitS or a sorer and he is in some phase 01
Warner is the only male student majoring in nursing. Warner plans make so many passes."
on going into hospital administration work upon graduation, and in
Right here we dropped the ball student got ..rnment or ill1V11.01order to do this, he must have either a doctor’s or nurses’s degree. and decided to never again under- 11,141At. sports.
The greatest factor itiohed in
He decided on a nurse’s degree because of the lesser time involved. estimate’ a bag of wind.
the poll was the, student’s status.
Several obstacles still await Warner. One of the problems is where
Fifty-seven per cent of the undei he will live when he is doing his clinical work. Student nurses usugraduates were found to have’
females.
is
where
membership
limited
to
homes,
ally stay in nurses’
cheated, as opposed to only 17 per

Indians Shot for Turkeys

While "well conditioned?" San Jose State Spartans were competing with members of the SJS cross-country team for Thanksgiving
dinner fowls during the recent Turkey Trot, Stanfordite,s were
piing with members of the Big Red rifle team for like prizes. Each
student was charged a dollar entry fee and was allowed four shots at
any of several targets
Matson Gets Star’s Sweater
011ie Matson, the great USF fullback, is as well respected off the
field as on. As an example of the esteem in which the All-American
candidate is held by USF fans, Mrs. Mary Telesmanic, mother of a
former Don football player who was killed during World War II, sent
herson’s Mock sweater to Matson as a gift. The son was Bill Telesmanic, who scored the first touchdown the Dons ever scored against
Si, Mary’s. The tally was made during the 1938 game.

Canna mela Is
Shy, Modest
Gent Off Field

Pat Cannamela, the All-American linebacker candidate, of the
USC football team. whom Life
magazine recently compared to a
gorilla, is a shy, modest fellow
when he is off the football field.’
according to Gloria Sexton, a US(’
Daily Trojan reporter who inter-viewed the 205-1b. gridder last 4
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FOR THOSE
ENCHANTED
7

’.Starts Ink Fund

There’s something new at Stuart’s in crisp rusSling
glittering gold tone prints, and luxurious
velvets. Choose a dress or combine our after five
separates to your own taste.

taffetas,

Dresses from $10.95

Separates fesima-SSAS.

11111111054.1"w’4

Arthur F. Seeburger
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FROM STUART’S

. The rugged football star is planning on opening a small bUsinsal
.
-San Jose, Ephraim Are Similar?
of some kind when his college ,
Occasionally mail arriy es at this office with a rubber stamp iin- ,ilys are over, suss Sexton reports. ;
pression -en the letter or publication reading, "MISSENT TO" . .
..When called upon to make pub’belt:gest tiostal error occurred when a copy of the Arizona_ State die appearance’s, "Cannamela usuturns up with a face as rod
’Mime Lumberjack was sent to Ephraim, Utah, instead of San ’ally
e..
I,
a beet ," the’ SClitu. %%1-.4)14’.
Just,. Calif.
For those football fans who are!
of the opinion that Cannamela is
eorilla-like unfriendly- 111011011%
Miss Sexton points out that %%MI,
at Chapman Technical high seism)!
N( w London, Conn., Cannamela
father. to my gill, and a guy wants to
,,I to r
A little Exyy
"Papa:will-you please explain the use the phone. He opens the door. ’ Was "fed the’ most /wladar "low
difference betueen capital and grabs me’ by the neck and losses in his class and was selected as
the senior having the best person labor?"
me out of the booth."
ality of his class.
His father. replied. "If you lend
"Then you got angry," .asked
When the US(’ foot ball squad
money . . . it’s capital And when
went to New York to play Army
you try..tci.get it back . . . it’s he judge.
- --Coalinga Merlin.
labor."
replied the a few weeks ago, many Trojan
"Well,
players "toured" the big city after
That women live longer than sailor, "bill 17Bdn’t get 4hting
game. Cannamela, however.
men is because paint is a great mad until he grabbed my gtsI and ’ the
, spent his spare time silting around
preservat is e.- Idaho Argonaut.
his uncle’s dinner table in Brook threw her out, too."
A sailor. .was hauled into court
Ramage. 15, n. eating "Mom’s spaghet t i" and
Fresno
foe-fighting.
"i siting W1111 Mllf111 and I op.
"YoUe honor," he told the judge,
tbe boy
The original nitwit w
"1 was in telephone booth talking who poisoned his father and-mol h then pleaded for.nicrcy Bn the
grounds that he was an orphan.
Coalinga MejliaWhen
Durham, N
An intelligent girl is on who Miss Maude McCurry resigned as
knows 4.esar-tistus--44*--6aileasi she reference librarian at the Uni
happeas....11L-LX.LigliatIg .to ,at the sity of New Hampshire to get
time.- Monterey Galksion.
married. she I4,ft $5 with %%hull
Seven Stanford stud,,nts sugIf a girl _clans yoq py jottr first to buy ink. The idea, she said,
gested a "more realistic liquor
name, welch auk. ber.aus-e she was to care for the students whose
law" In a letter to the editor probably is after your lasi-name. fountain pens ran out of ink while
printed in the Stanford Daily reSan Diego Aiter
they are studying.
cently.
The student’s proposal is as folFOR THE REST IN
lows:
.2 "A tellqlous center
"An -age minimuin of 19 years
for liberal thinkers old for beer and wine purchasers
and 21 for hard liquor buyers be
CHURCH SERVICE
set."
"Alcoholic beverage purchasers
Suricfay, December 2, 1951
m.ch..;cny
under the age of 21, be required
r;ght
to present a drinking license beSe,mOn’
wrimorwl
Such a lifore the sale, is made.
A good buy
"The Successes of Failure"
cense would include a photograph
flaw Of used
K Shelley
by R.t"ta.old
-of the licensee to be issued- by the
11111
goyState contingent on presentation
Can you correct a failure?
Clean lelleie
of a birth certificate and evidence
Such a
and out
of parental permission.
Are there only personal faillicense would be revoked whenures, or are there also social
ever the bearer became involved in
and historical ones?
See
any difficulty traceable to drinking."
The First
The students submitting the idea
Representing few lob Coyle
UNITARIAN CHURCH
are Pat Carroll, Mary Nimitz, DoCbeYrolet Co in Salii of
140 NORTH THIRD ST.
lores Morelli, Lora Lee DockstadAufimoiliefI and Truck
San Jos* 12, Ceti/.
er, RoaernarY Duggin, Jane CosResidence CY 2 5202
CY1-1163
grove and Gem Riddell.

Students Propose
New Drinking Law
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Paullus, Lindsey
Wed Here Nov. 14
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Phi *4i2‘ t" (14’44’
Queen
llommli2lit
Blood
1.% a !tells
11 Formal Dance

Frdternit%

Spartans Alberta 4.-Paulbis and
c],fford M. Lindsey t;t.ere mar; I
;cf.-. 14 at the Willow Glen 34.
odist church. The ceremony
r,rformed by the Rev. Chi

Donation DriNt.

Alberta, resident of Carr.p!
nrolled at San Jose State cto
’h.:. fall as a freshman. She
graduated from Abraham Lir
;:h school.
( ’11f1 is a junior busisess admin:ation major and is affilia
’h Sigma Pi fraternity. fl.
.o chairman of the Social A:rs committee.
George "Dick" Smith, trate’
,ther of the groom, was
in,
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Planning to do a little skiing
during Christmas vacation?

semble. chosen from our nidn
and yetied coilection. Priced
to

su:f

your budget.

W. Q. LEAN
ettleterJ

L

IV

and JUNG

i II

I

IE..?

P.,/.r011

inexpensive
to stay

LOVELY
at

DON’T . .
throw it away!

Burns. Tears. Moth Hotel
Rewoven in Clothing
SWEATERS OUR SPECIALTY

Jerry Davis
Travel Service

Lea’s Reweaving
Shoppe

For

84 SOUTH FIRST ST.

CV 3-7272

ment and wedding ring en-

it’s so

Alirtd
’le’’,

CALL

Reservations and Travel Tips

A glorlous d;amond engage-

I

Becavse we 1 ’hare it
good as new.

78 W. San Cartos
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to Jano.s: When midterms are over
They can bury me in clover
Aso Allen. president of the group.
pa!
.r
,rifr
Guest speaker for the meeting And upon my grave they can put
ar
this sign was R G. Wilhelm, manager of
If. irn
1 Is.
the Emporhm s nrw Stonestown I lived a life too filled with song
.Ti ramie’s. sororities
rn
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Before every social

Whether you are wearing your hair long or short, have
confidence in our esperienced operators who will style
your hair in an attractive coiffure. To look more lovely
day after day, call Lillian or Mural for an appointment
today.

Remember, ifs so inexpensive 4o stay lovely!
Open Evenings by Appointment

94 E. SAN ANTONIO

PHONE CV 3-1343
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’Snowflake’ Bids Are on Sale
Bids lot- Alpha Gamma’s "Snowflake Fantasy" dance may be obtained for $2.25 per couple at neon
today in the library arch or the
ail wing. Bids for the semi -formal
affair. which is opt n to the entire
student body. also may he jut’,-hased from an
Alpha Gamma
inembtr or at the door tomorroe
, %ening.
. The annual Christmas do;
the art traternita will he h.!!
morrow not :it at Saratoga Ft
, lot; front 9 p ns. to 1 a.m.
Niarillia and his orchestra
provide the music.
,
\tartly n Ginsburg. prasident to

Edited L
DIANA MEYERS

Blue key Has Julie Gilbert Sass
Initiation Fete Vows with Ulrich

the art tratoreity. is general chairman and also is in charee it decorhtions nh Petfel et in change
Of pubhcity and refreshments,
while Don Fulsaas will make arrangements tor obtaining the
dance hall
Mr and Mrel. John V 13ev

Julie Gilbert became the bride
Eleven rn
recently were wet-.
corned into the SJS chapter of , of Carroll Ulrich during a quiet,
Blue Key. national honor fiatern-; informal ceremony performed Nov.
ity. at an initiation dinner held. 24 at the Friends church in Whitby the organization in Santa tier.
Julie is the daughter of Mr.
Clara.
and Mrs. M. L. Gilbert of WhitStanley C. Benz. dean of men,! tier. She expects to lie graduated
LOLA NEWCOMER
whc was principal speaker at the! in December from San Jose State’
dinnt-r, discussed the history and! college with a degree in art.
TARE OUT
purpose of Blue Key. C. Blair
Carroll. the son of Mrs. Cath- ti
MacLean, associate professor of in- erine Alvernaz of San Jose, atBox Lunches
dustrial arts and adviser for the! tended SJS, and now is serving in
chapter, supenisad the affair.
I the army. He will report Dec. 2.!
Assorted
A surprise to friends and guests
A daughter.
a.
Lynda Sue,
Selection for membership intol to officers’ training school in was the announcement of the enhorn
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Maury.,
Sandwiches
Blue Key is based on outstanding; Texas.
gagement of Lola Newcomer to Al
extra-curricular contributions to
Hoonink Jr.. Sunday at Richmond. Richmond of San Jose Fritlit
the college. Initiates are Lud Spot- ,
The couple’s betrothal was reveal - night at San Jose hospital TIyar. ASB president: Dave Woods.
cd at a reception following a piano batty weighed 6 lie. 15 oz,
1 "1
editor of Lyke and director of Ri.given by Miss Newcomer mood is a senior education ni.,,
velries: Fred Cooper, composer of
re-; at the Richmond Memorial audihere, and a Mt mIxT of Kappa Al
A "mystic fortune teller"
music for Rev tries productions:I
135 E Sari Antonio
nt daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ! pha fraternity He is head Chet’,
Tom Mullen. rally committee; cently revealed the engagement of, The
OH 4th St
chairman; Don Curry. Spartan! Phyllis . Thom and Lou Agnelli to, Ralph New corner of Richmond.
"4p:1f an ca!r1,:Shields: Mary Braunstein, Homed Phyllis Gamma Phi Beta sorority.;Lola is a gratitude of El Cerre
coming chairman; Don Camp, var- sisters at the chapter house.
I high school, where she participate,:
The bride-elect is the daughter
sity boxcr: Tom Evans, Student
in all the musical events of the
Council; Rich Jordan, associate of Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Thorn of i school. Her outstanding talent was,
editor of the Spartan Daily: Rod. Stin Carlos. A graduate of Sequoia, brought to the attuntion of he
individual, deep dish
Gause. president of Engineering high school. Phyllis now is a senior’Club Mendelssohn. and led to a
fraternity; and Tom Hatch. offic- education major here. She is pres- I: two-year musical scholarship.
:
ident of Gamma Phi Beta sorority, ,
er in Interfraternity council.
Al is the son of A. C. Hooning
and is a member of Kappa Delta ;
of Richmond. He now is a senior
Phi and Tau Epsilon Tau societies.
’ 11, :I advertising major at 11,
Lou is the son of Mrs. Mary
the promotion man,
Agnelli of San Jose.. He was era - ands
WHEN BET’ R 13.11tr,ERS ARE MADE
WE IL totAAE tht
apart an
y advertistm.
Iduated from San Jose high school, AlImr
is a member of Tau Delta I’
and w a s a paratrooper during
i"
’ and Alpha Delta Sigma se
World War II. Lou now is work- I
I The couple will he mart,
Twenty women recently became ng
8th & SANTA CLARA STREETS
i
for a special secondary degree
cemix.r 23 in Richmond.
members of Gamma Alpha Chi.
in physical education herr, and is
national honorary advertising pro1 affiliated with Beta Phi Sigma, 1
y:,./...a
PhiN
fessional fraternity for
"men- local fraternity.
-"tft"’
be Viles was initiating officer in
charge of welcoming the ileW
members, according to 141arguel.
" Delta Sigma Phi trattalet
Crawford, publicity chairman.
members are planning to acquit,
Added to the Gamma Aloha Chi
a new how." upon expiration
roster are Alicia Ward. Eleanor
,
I Chi Pi Sigma. police fraternity. the lease on their prtrent
Anderson, Barbara Grant, Betty
I held its third "Get Acquainted" ing at 349 S. Tenth street, acori,Ito do your washing?
Wolfe, Pat EV3 Ili. Barbara Henry.
banquet Wednesday night at ing to Johnny Rogers, president.
Barham Werner. Jeannette Gio- Ipolice
the;
tt Village, according to Ed Mcfingers said yesterday that
Lo’s
vanelli. Lou Ann Delude, Marge Gowen. publicity chairman. The present Tase will expire shortly;
I
Elliot, Marilyn Blue, Leta Howard, 1 function of the annual affair is
after the first of the Year. by;
Joy Aspinwall. Jackie Pitts. Edith to introduce new police students which time a housing committee;
Lankenau, Eleanor Donatelli, Eveto the old students, police school lamas to have found a more suit-:
lyn MaLinao, Marjorie Paul, Je- instructors and guests
able dwelling Ile announced the;
anne Gigot-tux and Carol Garvey.
Guest speaker at the banquet chapter would take advantage of
A January fashion show is the was Mr. Louis D. Wint, special the expiration to fiud a house;
project planned by the pledges, FBI agent from San Jose. who ad- with larger social quartets.
with Edith Lankenau as chairman. dressed the group on "The Work
Members of the fraternity also
of the FBI"
took the opportunity at their
Dick Chappell was master of Monday night meeting to welcome!
ceremonies for the evening Pro- home alumnus Bill Schultz, who;
gram. Guests of honor were %VHS graduated in 1950 and is now
Willard E. Schmidt, head of on duty with, the Army. Schultz.’
. the Police school: Col. James Hea, former business manager of La
Dry, per tub .20
Wash, per tub .30
professor of military sett nee and Torre will leave next week to en -1
The "ca: e a..Iet out of the bag" tactics; Lt. Colonel Bowman and ttr officers’ candidate school in
Saturday evening. Nov. 10, at a Capt. Hugh Donovan, instructors Kansas.
party announcing the engagement of military science and tactics: "
872 East Santa Clara St.
of Mary Ann Gillespie to Byron and Ray Blackmore. San Jose
Rose.
chi. f of police.
Dr, Harry T. Jensen, professed
Mary Ann is tho daughter of
of education, will attend the Cali-;;
Mr. George Gillespie and t
von‘
fornia Teach. rs’ association, Bay:
granddaughter of :Mrs. Bertha Folcouncil
meeting
Saturday.’
section,
sona both of San Jcse. Byron is
-WWII SI1411)
I, DIN 1 at the Laney Trade sehord
()II SIN
the son of Lt. Commander and
Mrs. Harold L. Rose of Palo Alto. I The interior of the Spartan in Oakland.
;
lie
e a T
Mrs. Robert Moore and Miss Shop cut.rently’ is being painted.’
Donna Scott wen hostesses at the Byron Bollinger, college superinground
lmomowengagement party, which was giv- tendent of buildings and
en at the home of Mrs. Myrtle announced yesterday.
Conibellack-Pfeifle
sto
He said the ceiling of the
Pendergraft in San Jose. Mary
TIRES RECAPPED
Ann’s young brother. George, let dent bookstore is being ’alnico
Special Lo. Prices to Students
the kitten out of the bag. A large white with the walls or the strucCV 4-1130
red bow was tied around the cat’s ture being done in yellow Th
I056 S. First
Na’ Wilke.
neck with a card announcing the book cases in the store also ar
twee, pained 17 :Iraqi
engagement.

lloonino Tells
Of Wedding Plans

.Spartan Is Parrot

Phyllis Thom Is
Ii Lance of .,Ignelli ;concert

SAN JOSE
BOX LUNCH

CHICKEN PIE .65

"Like Mother Tried to Make but Couldn’t"
HAMBURGERS

Camma Alpha Chi
Initiates Pledoes

Mrs. Dinette & MR. SPUDNUT

Delta

,
, o lie Hold Third "Seek Nem House
i;Banquet of Term

.

7" gum, ctudtlitty
Wait till
Sunday for

1

Sunday Student Special

Cillespie Declares
Her Engagement

General Economy Launderette

Travels to Meet

Painters

The bride -to -lie is an Englemajor and is affiliated with S.
Jose assembly order of Raint-,e.
for Girls. Byron also is attendit
SJS as a pre-ministerial stud,:
No wedding date has been s
by the couple
CORSAGES

Delicious Italian Dinners . . .
featuring

HOME-MADE RAVIOLI
Come As You Are
40

Week DaysSI
rieliq X
r-01,w1411r
all occasIoris
Flowen and G.Os
Reei 4J Lege Groups
- Del very
GLADYS MAE FLORIST
CV 2.5114$
7:5 Linco

Hot Food ’a Take Out
Spaghetti. Qt. 65c

Sundays & Holidays .c..1.60

Ravioli, Qt. 75c

Private Banquet Room

A o,,art of aci, feeds s,t

THE ITALIAN RESTAURANT
Cfrain 11.30 A PA. to 9:00

ned Sun

9 30 P

175 SAN AUGUSTINE STREET
Downstairs

CY 4-5045

Early Winterizing is important for just one reasor!
You never know when the temperature is going to
take a sudden drop and leave your car an ease
prey to freezing syeather. Service is quick and
moderately priced.

Drive up today!

Andrade’s
RICHFIELD SERVICE
Corner E. Will.. & S. Ott Streets

V% ID 1,111.1

9eature Page

I
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Moderti loll:ails don’t shuar Sam.. t-riteria.
This was not the original tcle:,
son’s locks to make him heltess.
Instead, they shear their own ..10 of Mrs. Geri Kendall, senior infeel More self-confident and ag- terior decoration major, in cutting
her hair, but it accomplished th,
gresstVe.
At least that is the reason given result.
"My husband didn’t really noby three SJS women, who prefer to
remain anonymous, for the cutting tice me until I got this haircut.’
spree. They said short hair made she said. "I think it startled hill.
them ’new women.- They not :only into really seeing me. When
got a new, brighter outlook on life got used to it. he liked it."
"My parents still haven’t Re,
but a stronger way of m,.et in that
-ised to the idea." she said, "hut
life as well.
"I feel that I can are
plish like it.’
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.411
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AND YOU

STAY DOWNTOWN IF:
,ou WANT A LIVE GROUP
Y;"U

After That Last Class

II 00

Dialers from IS

6 IS

Include
Coup. Salad, Spaghetti
cad, Butter, Dessert

7 30

MP’
Pizzeria Napolitano
292 South Market Street

YOU WANT REAL FUN
WANT spnArTHINc, HFLPFU,

Then Join Us EVERY SUNDAY

Relax and enjoy a del.,
ITALIAN DINNER

,LLEGIATE BIBLE CLASS
Notl.;119 stuffy here"
MORNING WORSHIP SERVICE
-Where God is made more real
COLLEGE AGE YOUTH GROUP
"A program on college 6,6,1 for college y01.111.
EVENING SERVICE
1110,Pana-IS hear this hour of prayer"

Two Youth Pastors to Serve You

First Baptist

DON’T
YOU
FORGET
III
SPARTAN OPTICAL
HEADQUARTERS
is at

68 South First
DR. PALMER &
DR. FALLOWS
0Wometrists -Cot dens

suow sLATE
n

California:

0- 1Lock 4rom Campus

DR. CLARENCE SANDS
REV. MERLE ROARK

2nd & San Antonio

CY 3.7007

"S
WHEN WORLD COLLIDE"
Color by Technicolor
’ HOTEL SAHARA’
Yvonne DeCarlo

United Artists:
"THE TANKS ARE COMING"
Steve Cochran
"CLOSE TO MY HEART"
Ray Milland & Gene Tierney

Studio:

CY 2-6778

**AMERICAN IN PARIS"
In Technicolor
Gene Kelly, Oscar Levant,
Leslie Carona

Padre:

CY 3-3353
"BLUE VEIL"

Jane Wyman E 8 B g Stars

"THE WHIPHAND"

Gay:

CY 4-0083
"I’LL GET BY"

Harry James & June Haver
-CAUSE FOR ALARM"
Loretta Young & Barry Sullivan

Saratoga:

Saratoga
2026

"FORT WORTH"
In Technicolor -With Randolph Scott
"SWORD OF MONTE CARLO’
Giio-ge Montgomery

Mayfair:
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CY 3-8405

"DAVID AND BATHSHEBA"
In Technicolor
Gregory Peck & Susan Hayward
lco To’stov s THE GUEST ’

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN

CY 4-2041

"DAVID AND BATHSHEBA"
In Technicolor
G -gory Peck & Susan Haywa:ci
Leo Tolstoy s THE GUEST

SAN JOSE DRIVE IN

CY .5 5005

"STANLEY & LIVINGSTON"
Spencer Tracy & Richard Greene
"WHEN THE REDSKINS RODE"
Jon Hall

1

MOW.

1 Thrust and Parry

SPARTAN DAILY
!Friday, Nov. 30. 1951

Have You Voted Yet?

Two Economists
To Join Dr. Shaw
On Radio Program

Recognize China
Dear Thrust and Parry:
I would like to reply to Mr. Ai thur Kelley’s article about keepii..
the Chinese Communists out of the .
United Nations.
Mr. Kelley seems to think that
by recognizing a governmeat we
show our approval of the government. This is not true. How can
the difficulties be settled if there
is no way of talking to the government? What government should
the United States and the United
Nations recognize? Certainly not
the Nationalist government. This
government does not represent the
people. Does Mr. Kelley propose
that we should not try to solve
the difficulties by peaceful means?
Does he also propose that war and
bloodshed is the only solution? I
charge that Mr. Kelley feels as
he does because the word "Communist" is used by the Chinese
government.
The United states, during its
early history, recognized thi
res lotion:try
ernment
ol
France. This resolution o as
certainly just as barharious, if
not more so, than the war in
China and Korea. The United
States government was formed
out of revolution, so why are
we so righteous now?
Some may argue that the government is not a democracy, and
many brutalities are being carried
on. One must remember, however, that the cultural background
of the Chinese is different from
ours. They do not have the regard for human life that we do.
What we call brutal, they do not.
If the government is not democratic, so what’ The government
of Yugoslavia is not democratic,
but is recognized by the United
States.
W’ho is the United States to say
who should, and who shouid not,
be admitted to the United Nations? Does the United States run
the United Nations? The United
Nations is supposed to be a world
organization. There should be no
question as to w ho should or
should not be members.
Some would say the Commufists took over by force, therefore should not be recognized.
What would happen if a revolution
occurred in Spain and a d9znoeratic government was set up’? I’ll
wager the government immediately would be allowed membership
In the United Nations. I charge
that it is no how a government
Is formed, but what kind of government it is that is used as a
determining factor now.
Who are we to say that we
are better than anyone else?
That is exactiv ss h a t we do
when we try to keep any government out of the United Nations.
I propose that the United Na.
lions should be made sovereign
over all nations, and that all nations. irregardless of type of government, should be represented.
I do not mean to imply in this!
letter that I am pro-Communist far from it. I do think that war I
is out-moded, and that all nations l
must be able to sit and talk out
their problems. There must be:
room for -compromise. The world ;
Is too small for any other thing.
James W. Hamilton, ASH 125.

Present Recital
A recital by six music students
will be presented this afternoon at
12:30 o’clock in the Morris Dailey
auditorium, according to Dr. late
Downey. head of the Music department.
Students performing are:* Ray
Robinson, viola; Rachael Perez,’
piano; Mildred Hawkins. mezzosoprano: Sandra Cay Bailey, bassoon; John Loban, violin; Glenice
Fuller, piano

For

Quality

and Flavor

it’s

Angel Food Donuts
35 S. Fourth

CY 5 119l2

7

Two of the top labor economists
in the nation oill be guests ’in
the "People and Problems" radio
show. sunilio.
ao to 11 a 711
and Tuesday, 11.30 a.m. to- 12
noon. over radio station KEEN,
aeeordine to U. Paul Ecker, program director.
Dr. ’Arthur M. Ross, chairman
of the Regional Wage Stabilization
; board for Califorma. Arizona and
Nevada, and Dr Howard S Kaltenborn, associate in the Institute
of Industrial Relations. Vol\ ,’r’-.it’.’
ot California at B. 1-1..1,5. %lin _aim
iDr. Edward P. Shaw, director of
the 11R at San Jose State college,
in a panel discussion on -Wage
Stabilizatioa and What It Means
You."
Dr. Ross as the atillwr
!i.iok. "Wage Pelicies
7,
’mons." VI!
,

SIOneS ill

lle also is
liairmen in the tnited Siati s.
WARREN FA U s, instructor in art, looks at
"Three Cons in a Meadow," the creation of Essald
Matare, while "The Tiger," by Mischa Kohn, looks
down from the wall. Both works are part of the

photo In Zimmerman
"Museum Menagerie" vuirr"ntl on displav in the
Reserve Rook room. Mr. Fano is publWity chair man for the eshlibt.

Etchings, Engravings, Lithographs
01 Animals Are Displayed in Library
"Museum Menagerie," a display
by modern artists now is on vitas
in the Reserve Book room. The
exhibit, third in a series sponsored
by the Fine Arts division, was
loaned to the college by the Museum of Modern Art in New York.
Warren Faus, instructor in art and
publicity chairman for the cultural
series said.
Modern interpretations of yaks,
hippopotami, dove, tigers, eagles,
and other animals are represented
in etchings, engravings and lithographs by 20 modern artists.
The shoo is introduced with
an etching of the "Animal IA’s-Cr." ti’. the German eypressionint Emil Nolde. The alphabet
of beasts begins with an anteater, by Ray H. French, oung
American artist.
Three placid cows in a meadow
are the work of Ewald Matare,
while a lithograph by Yasuo Kuniyoshi shows a bull maddened by
picadors.
Contribution of the famous
French painter, Pierre Bonnard, is
a lively group of dogs. Another
Frenchman. Toulouse OLautree,
is exhibiting a lithograph, "The
Jockey," with its magaificent
racehorse.
PICIPISO.% dove and frog dem-

ka and a decorative hind the creation of the young American Sue
Fuller. Also included are a pair
of sullen hippopotami in color, by
Charles Smith, and a hand-colored
lithograph of insects by Paul Klee.
Max Kaus is represented by
the two sleepy leopards, and
Marc (hagall by a lion. Roth
works are in fine drypoint.
A distraught rabbit is Antonio
Frasconi’s
contribution.
Anne
Wienholt provides a pea-green
"The Owl and the Pussy Cat.** and
Misch Kohn displays a dramatically ferocious tiger.
Two fantastic animals, Georges
Roualt’s famous flying dragon and

Seminar Sign-up
I)eadline Is Todla%-

Students planning to attend the
Pacific Southwest Student YMYWCA Asilomar conference, Dec.
26 to Jan. 1. must register today
or pay a late fee, according to
Leona Crouch, planning committee
member.
he paid.(
The $9.30 fee is to
.;
n at
th
the Student Y.
street.
Miss Crouch said that any interested students is welcome to at semwith nature to complement the tend the week-long session of
mars. morning platforms, chapel
fantasy and abstraction present
in the art of the first half of the and recreational program.
Approximately Nal students will
211th century.
A fierce eagle is the work of the represent colleges from California,
Austrian painter Oskar Koboseh- , Arizona. Nevada and Hawaii.

e’

GOOD
TIES

: Olelon Reilian’s -*Romantic Pug
’sus,- are represented. An ortia
mental tortoise is the work
French tapestry designed by Je:o
Lurcat, while a mournful yak iti
; habits an etching bs Joseph Hecht

MAKE
GOOD
GIFTS

-ota"

The Weather
After all, if ss-e poor peasant,
take to heart all the scorchim.lectures we receive, our ego will
be naught but a grease spot at I
graduation. ’It’s gonna rain today.)
-- -- And then there is the cannibal
daughter who liked the boys best
when they were stewed.
Cisilegr of Sequoias Campus.
-

You’ll find plenty of good ties,
most of them $1.00, at

The TIE RACK
121 South First
See, Spartan F,cl Finborg

KAY JEWELERS
MOST POPULAR
FOOTBALL PLAYER AWARD
"A TRIBUTE TO A SWELL GUY"
There’s only one game left! The deadline for voting
December 3.
From all indications, it’s going to be a tight race right dowr
to the finish.
If you want your favorite player to get the beautiful I4K
gold wrist watch then turn out and vote.
Remember, the deadline is December 3.
Just cut out our ballot below, fill it in and bring it to ti-e
Blue & Gold ballot barrels at Kay Jewelers or on campus.

ONLY 3 DAYS LEFT
The Voting is Close’

#

slut/0i

Chinese Dinners
2.75 for 2 or 3

RESTA URA NT

BANQUETS

Today

for all organizations
$1.25 per plate

221 [.JACKSON ST.

Open
Every
Thursday
Evening
’GI 9:00

Vohs
for
"him"

CY 3-7789

Closed Mondays

UPSTAIRS
-

Party Supplies

BALLOT

Place Cards
Book Matches
Candles
Paper Napkins, Plates. Cups, Tablecloths
Cocktail Napkins
Invitations

My sot* for the ’most popular ploy*.
Your name

CURTIS LINDSAY. Inc.
po,A, -Stationery Cards
77 So. 1st

St.

CY

is

locel address

Cay

Pe.reesief So’s. edtbess

City

Brien to Library Arch or Insith

2-4161
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S.IS Students,
To Present Color
Faculty Are
Films ednesda
In Symphony

e
Ve.r.
i
Lite’ and
f i,rat Wonderland.’" two color
will be [presented by the
A i.d a 4, Visual Serrate center
Ws dot .day pee 5, in the Morris
,aily .11:flitoirato trout 1.30 to ’1:30
rn, at cording to fir Richard
titt,r1.,1
.

More than 500 people attended
the first performance of the newly
created Santa Clara County Sy mphonette last week. ac.-ording to
Bill Ernst, assistant publicity director for thr group.
A majority of the 18-member
group are either on the Music de..4naouslouri will 1,, aborted.
portment farad!) Or Sr.- students,
--tudents and faetilt% are urged
according to Gibson Walters, conOs Dr 1.,-iolu to Alen&
cert master for the group and
+which
Asian.’ Fountain of Life.faculty member
tests tor 33 Minutes, h. a nonAll members of the group are
woman...Trial film relertaed by a given compensation for the work,
isaaaa sal company
continued Mr Walters. It is spon-n,.. meaning of th, water cy. sored by three Santa Clara county
tie ard the problems of tor al music {oven, he added.
The next concert date insatiably
r
1,nc idly depleted
at.
...Am- will be the fourth Monday in JanLewii
f11111."
I.,
144
it’1441
uary. Edward Aghderian, conducne otel
tor of the group, is a tormer SJS
’*1
Nonderbearl." s 31 student and for two years was
minute reel.
"ifitornIllieent
conductor of the San Jose Civic
..40, film of ..rldestyl
symphony, said Brent Wilson, pu1:fe sear lb. f.reat Barrier
blicity nianagt.r.
tc.-et off the ..1.1,4 1.1 .I.u.tralla."
Selected fur their adaptability
Dr. 11.eabe
to a small orchestra and presented
ihr- I . I tia presentation
the Monday night WCre: The overftfre
Illittaled by from the **Merry Wives of %’ind- and In
i -aulerit T w MacQuarrie in an air." by. Nicolal; two inosements
--i:art tit present oiitstanding kac--I from the "Symphony No. 39 in E
,,
eassgar
,!
:,.I,
by Moran; and -Serenade,"
p;e r
1-1,4t 11111
by Tschaikowski

h. white cross of Sigma Chi ’ ’The -.weenie:art of !...littna Chi."
,nd flirnisizti a MIPS it.- of the same
!emit), a ill replace the I, i
I:anima shield in Fein
It. J Itassell Easton
Mallon Canill. the creator of
cot,
44.4.ntai-,,
of Sil.:1113 ( 111 the comic strip, -Stei.o. Canyon"
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I ut neat: Close in, lovely
1, it’. twin beau. kitchen. 7,45 S
If nth cti, et
For Rent: Refrigerators for
rent
One dollar a week. CY.
5-4b39
---r-Wr Neat; fiiree titif tit ensiled
its-nts Shoe and refrigerator $15
1.1%1/-1 unn rut !lashed .$4;71 it ’in e
block i tont campus 411 S Seventh
stitat
Um Kent:
I VI MI ho, is.’ On
1’ :1 ,’ .411 ,t1,41. Fraternity 11.41w."
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For Revelries
Is Open Now
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Sn;der’s Donut Shop
501 Almad.

’5(
-49
-44
47
’46

,An

46

Placer Je !leads
7’o Visit Campus

TOM MULLAN
... And Other. Are Needed

Gordon Arlett a nd Kathro
Frank, registrar and dean of women, respectively’. of Placer college, will be on campus today, according to Miss Viola Palmer, admissions officer.
Mr Arlett and Miss Frank are
here to discuss SJS eialuation of
junior college credits affecting
possible transfer students from
Placer college.

On a Nippy Night
you want a bite!

46

DROP IN

’40

AT

The Sfarlife Drive-in

’47

Restouraitt
SANTA CLARA ST. oit I 2Thl
W. T. HorrIson, Prop.

EL

Tech Pro,crrinn.

Technical ..littlent. oisleIng ad%it e Dfl net ottarter’s prii4 rain.
not% nta% 111.like :Appoint ment
%, I lb ell her dello rt mental uni.er.s
or Dr. It. F. Heath. director of
technical curricula, secordinir
.1 To-clink-al curricula only.. .10
...... nresiient.
Dr. Heath’. ofII.’.I’. in K
110.

their letters of application in the
"S" box in the Student
Vnion.
Also needed, au -cording to Mullan, are a choreographer, publicity
director, technical director and a
stage manager

’State nerainst
:Speaks to OTs
furnished.

beds Heated. All linen
Niceh quiet place to study. ti,33 S.
Fifteet.
sweet. (’Y. 5-3953.
For Rent: Room for girl, priiato
i sib, kitchen privileges, everything
mshed 598 S. Fifteenth street.

Lou Hake! from Sacramento,
coordinator of rehabilitation therapists of the state of California,
was guest speaker at a meeting of
ti,,’ ( hcupational Therapy club
last night, according to Kiyo Matlauds, iriblicit chairman.

FOR SALE
For male: laidge 1931 Runs well,
good for town. Bargain at $50.
r.
421 S. Sesenth streit alter 5:30
-Making a
Impression.- a
Pitt
color movo- on the lithographic
printing process. was shown to
WANTED
print Ow! (11aSS.1,14 %.111111,V,
alterWaated: MANIAC: Who thinks noon in the I.A. lecture room, acthat Alberta Woodworth wouldn’t corcliae to Daniel C. 1.01x-/, in-’
ski a terrific job as Fresh Class structo: in industtial art.:
Sec.
SPARTAN DAILY
Wanted: Bachelor" Need a plo,
San Jose State College
to live? Will eachange mee pm ale
apartment
and
utilities
for Entorott in second clots motto, April
"chores- nun nine and es ening ! 24, 1934, at See Joto, Colifornic undo.
oct of March 3, lilt.
Near town Isit ear %%mild he needFull lootiof
sio.ko of Un4ral Press
r Mambo., Colifo,olo
ed tor your transportation
Naripapor Publish
someone is Oh little know ledee
horses Call CY. 5-1.1213 11:W: Cl. Pratt of the Globe Printing Company
S-19814 ec "flings.
1443 S. First St.. San Jose. California

Escorting a young lady
this evening?

Club Steak

1.10

"Erery Time
Wake a Friend
V Gra,l. a tittle-

-.

:OA
s

Jene

go\

Evelyn
10’

Off to SJS Students

J/fi
234 So, Second St.

Start the night with a
real Italian meal.
Remember first
impressions
are important.

a ;a cer+ro

Spaghetti
Iearto
Ravioli

IL

. 75
.75

Ve

Litholfrarliv Filni

a

1 ; 11

For Civil Service
Building Estimator

Sc-nor architectural and enge
Beethoven Composition, neering majors are eligible to take
la forthcoming state civil service
The first song-cycle ever com- (seliebte," at 930 a.m. in Room examination for junior estimator
posed, written by Beethoven in MIOS in. a part of the lecture- of building construction, according .
1k16, will be wing by. Miss Maurine concert series on eighteenth cen- to a bulletin received from the
Thompson _A the college Music tury music, sponsored by the State Personnel board in Sacra mento.
department faculty net Tuesday, rheas in Music M.
In English the title is "To the
The position calls for rdadine
according to Mr. Gibson Walters.
iDstant Beloved." Notes an the twork in making estimates of buildassociate prof...a-or of rnrr,44.
Nil.. Thonty..on cciii pre,ent composition express the winion ing costs and preparing cluantitY
fern, that the song is autobiographical surveys, and offers ample opparthe ..1% -part c%cle. "11n
and was inspired by-the sentiment tunity to advance in the’California
that Beethoven ft-it for Amalie von state service, the bulletin said.
Sebald five years before he wrote
Applications must be on file with
the music.
the State Personnel board by Dec.
songthe
describe
also
The notes
29. The forms are available at the
cycle as the almost perfect of all Placement office, at the board of.
unity.’
of
song cycles in respect
fices in Sacramento. San Franeisco
Mbas ThomPson. 6 contralth, or at any state department of -?mployment.
Beethoven
sang at the ,Teceet
,
Application deadline for the peti- centennial gives at the Institute
tion of Revelries board member- of Mustral Art otalliew. York ?Hy.
She has been the recipient af
at -large will remain 3pen until
Wednesday, Dec. 12, That Median both a Presstr and. Juilliard
told the Student Coancil Wednes- scholarship, ALti,rber kindergradu0te work at the University if
day.
Interested students may depasit Chicago, Miss Thompson attended
the Juilliarch School if Music for
throe years. Her master’s degree
in music edueation is from Columbia university.
Accompanying, Alias Thompson
be ’Mrs. Jean
at the piano
Long.,a graduate music student
and an originlit at the San Jose
First Congregational church.

Aibprii..11

13 meals a week Itit N
11411 I ’V
I ..r "lent: ri.taid and rooni tot
498 5
Viecetith
k ,, 4
111 iirieviii sti-iT771
;
51
pi is lIestyn. lis lug rice,
I.
11
plata, I lalf Work from ca
;. Filth street
Ifettt:

i

Miss Thompson to Sing

DSI. Fraternity Goes Aational;
10 Become Sigma Chi Chapter

’Pit

,Slate Examination

Have You Voted Yet?

.4.1’ %ETA% ttAILT

LU

93 WILLOW

’50
’51

GIFTS GALORE
at
J. S. Williams

’46
’45
’41
’41

P.

Sensible
practical
gifts to
wear and
enjoy.

GIVE A ----Av.

ARROW SHIRTS
FEND1ETONS
CATALINA SWEATERS
TOWN 8 KING SWEATERS
ROUGH RIDER SLACKS

,

Shop
Early!
Shop
Now!

’4
’4

The Store That Qualify Built

’3

227-233 SOUTH FIRST STREET

21

Of 310It’er.$
CYprecs 4-6595
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YOU CAN BEAT MARQUETTE

BUT YOU CAN’T
BEAT THESE Oalue4
50
.49
48
47
’46

STUDE. Champ.
STUDS. Convert.
FORD Sedan
PLYMOUTH Sed.
OLDS Club Cpe,

$1595
$1395
$H95
$1095
$1045

41
’41
’39
’38
’36

CHEV. 2 -Dr. Sed.
PLYMOUTH Sed.
CHRYSLER Sed.
STUDE. Sedan
FORD Sedan

$575
$495
$395
$195
$ 95

AUTO
HEADQUARTERS

SPARTANS GET A GOOD DEAL

’40 Ford Conv., New Top,
New Motor
$545

HEALEY MOTOR CO.

’36 Ford Coupe, A -I

$185

’40 DeSoto 4-Dr., R&H
’47 Plymouth Sp. Dix.
’41 Ford 4-Door

$445

Many onsiir low-p.icod inodIs

DON’T PASS THESE BY
TAKE A LOOK AT

WINTERS MOTORS
STUDEBAKER
380 W. SANTA CLARA ST.

46 Mercury Club Coupe
New Paint
$895
’46 Olds ’76’ Sedanette
Nice
$995
’40 Chevrolet 4 -Door
Very Clean
$445
’47 Buick Sp. Sedanette $1195

1002 So. First at Willow

CYpress 3-7887

1940 PLYMOUTH 2 -Door

$ 395

1941 STUDEBAKER Champ’on, Very Clean

$ 495

1939 PLYMOUTH Sedan

295

1949 CHEVROLET Sederseite, R&H

&1495

1951 PLYMOUTH Convertible, R&H

$2195

405 W. Santa Clara St.

CY 3-0113

$495
$395
$350
$50
$295

USED CARS
498 SOUTH FIRST

$495

LUCKY MAC’S

’47 Bu.ick Sp. Sedan

$995

’47 Frazier Manhattan

$895

46

80;ok

$995

Super Sedan

47 Ford V8 Sedan

$895

47 Olds Cons,. Coupe

$995

of those has.
idio and heel",

$445
$145
$260
$185
$550
$225

DI BARTOLO BROS.

MOTORS
575 W. San Carlos St.

Mobil Stators
3rd & San Carlos St%

Fir SitICIOrlf 11.14:1910$

’41 Willys Coupe

395

50 Austin 4 -Door Sedan
New car guarantee $1295

Deal In ...
Wheel Out!

36 Chevrolet Coupe,
R&H, Clean

$165

’49 Buick Sd., Dyne.

’40 Chevrolet 2 -Dr., R&H,
$295
Average
’41 Chevrolet Sedan
$495
’40 Chevrolet 2 -Dr., nice $475
’39 Chevrolet 4 -Dr., R&H,
$295
Runs Good
’41 Plymouth Convertible,
1 Owner, Very, Very
$565
Sharp
$95
’30 Ford Roadster

How would one of these
be on a cold winter
evening?

JACK HUTCHINS has the students
of SJS in mind with specials like this:

1940 OLDSMOBILE 4-DR. $345
4 1./SEC CAR IS AS GOOD AS THE DEALER
WHO SELLS
$245

38 Plymouth 2 -Door

1946 Engine
Model A Roadster
’39 Buick 4 -Dr. A-1 Eng.
’37 Ply. 2 Dr., New Eng.
’41 Olds Sedan, Hydra.
’37 Ford, ’41 Engine

Also Lee Mod

1795

A beauty

’49 Austin 2 -Door Sedan
$995
A-1 Condition
Low Down Payment

$95
$195

’5:5 Pontiac R&H, Hyd. $1995
$1695
’49 Ply. R&H, Spots
’47 Olds 8- Sedan,
DRe&vH, lileHydra.
’50 Cadillac Coupe

OUR
FUTURE
SUCCESS
Be 8
On Sat,sf
Custome’

Easy Terms

ft

0. K. MORTON
Fine Used Cars
760 Willow

2nd and San Carlos

’37 Dodge Cope

’40 Plymouth Coupe

MANY OF THESE CARS
LOADED WITH EXTRAS

P & C Motors

561 South Market
CT 4-8095

CT 4-1415

S1015

SI315

’47 FORD ’8’

TWO BEAUTIES

CLUB COUPE
81.cti Los 04

Clean. neat ready’

Chrome. Rclio
Hee.. Wisitirsils
S.tetCoviirs

You’ll want to
take them horrie

’49 FORD ’8’
CLUE COUPE
R.a
Whitiis
Ste Co....

$4$919505

’46 DeSoto Sub. 7 -Pass. $995
49 Kaiser Traveler, Mate seats
Into bed for only
$1095

YOUR DODGE -PLYMOUTH DEALER
CV 5-7205
1st and St. James
2nd and Juiian

CHECK THESE.
SPARTANS!

Cot and Tirns Designed

$385

PLUMLEE

38

CV 2-2810

Phone CT 4-6069
$350
$250

$1995

’48 Dooge
$1345
All Extras
’42 Dodge 4 -Dr. Red, $645
’38 Ford Corrvertible &245

$175

at 987 Almaden Ave.

$85

30 Model A Sedan
’41 Pontiac Club Coupe,
Radio and Heater
’39 Chevrolet 4 -Dr. Sod.
’41 Dodge Sedan,
Good Buy
’41 Chevrolet Spec. Dix.
4 -Dr., Radio & Heat.
’41 Ford Dix. 2 -Dr.
’40 Chev7olet Mast. Dix.
’37 Plymouth Coupe
’40 Pontiac 4 -Dr, Sedan,
Radio & Heater

’51 Ford Custom 4 -Dr.
P,H, 0.D., 2500 mi. $1995
’46 Ford 2 -Dr., Sharp
$895
45 VVillvs 4 -Dr.
$345
’41 Chevrolet A -D,
$495

$295

’37 Plymouth 4 -Door

A-1 USED CARS

See These Cars

LUCKY MAC’S NEW SPOT

’39 Dodge 4 -Door

Town and Country
Motors

Special Buys
for Spartans

Market and South 1st
form a
That’s the Place to Buy

$593
$595

HEALEY MOTOR CO

WESTERN

NORMANDIN’S

’489 ALMADEN RD.

’41 Chrysler Windsor

ONE BLOCK FROM COLLEGE

$1195

EL RANCHO Motors

’42 Oldsmobile ’78’
Sedan

WHY WALK IN
THE RAIN?

1948 FORD Convertible, R&H, Sharp

See Us First For
A Real Deal

’41 Buick 4 -Dr

50 Oldsmobile ’98’ Holiday
R&H, Hydra.
$2495
’48 Pontiac Sedanette,
R&H
$1445
’48 Chevrolet Aero
$1195
Sedan

CHECK WITH NORMANDIN’S
FOR COLLEGE CONVERTIBLES

DESIGNED FOR
SINGLE OR DOUBLE
DATING

’50 Euick 4-Dr., R.H.
Cyna., like new

1002 SO. FIRST STREET

GOOD CLEAN CARS

777 13th St.

DEALER
CT 4-7941

COLLEGE CUTIES

$995
$425

AT

JACK HUTCHINS

13th STREET
AUTO SALES

COMPANY

37 N 13th St.

B. E. STOKES
jus+ o

bIoc

cff campus

38 South Fourth

1
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Frosh Hear L. Spolyar
On Universal Card Fee

Have You Voted Yet? _
‘Spartan Review’
Program to Air
Satire Saturday

I:never-al’. -The fa...toyed membership fee
ot
i,.
pursuant to Education Code
.4ied Stirdent Rocly I aril 1,4,
, ., it the- noise irritrirrint things . tlIttn
20345,6. he collected by
t one of each registration
v.1 st Adel r
in- tty
.P..
thereafter unless t ho St Udell.
,r
WOrk iltt the amount of
his
:
tee as provided by Education
This asas the -.tatee.seii made
Yeetion 20:145.5.’
.,st rdas tia Lied talc.1) .
sssomr said that if the issue
dent,
nt Wets,
:r1 it %wild make all of
ol i
"Mean
i 11 0
’1.

.iientatioes ..1a -s
It
motet....
-I tee .-1-et

onile.-

,

rl
11.0

ki

will bring you ’Fishnet’ on Saturday morning, 11:30 o’clock, over
station KLOK." Hugh Heller,
Spartan Review director, said yesterday.
The mystery sketch is a takeoff
on the national network show,
"Dragnet." he said.

tip -I, Illssli:Ijo the financial
I.
, ,:, .thdity
if supporting the

go I’.
on
ash

"From the files of the Alviso
harbor patrol, ’Spartan Res:less’

which are financed by
btKIN.

Solo spotlight of the week will
be on Dick Cresta, leader of the
quintet featured on the show.
Crests sings and plays the clarinet,
saxophone, piano and violin.
"W int er Wonderland" and
-Swanee" will be sung by Heller
lo quintrt accompaniment

oP

;;.. ,,

.1 I,

th, ft. -litmin group to
i, it :old
-.1! the Pniverit 1
Card

..
d

I$

1:1,1

r.

it PP..- group
j.

fon ph.. prohl,

k

eif ’,An Jose
e.jmeke umiato of gr.oles.

511. Mentes

ste

AUSTINIZE

BE WISE

AUSTIN
.r
FL.
.

ent

of England

I... I

I’,
for .
41, ’s uk It Off."
I

11,

the (alifurnia Statel
Eeticait 11111 1:111-5,

diiie

the
Wf-re I .01- 1torut Id Alden.
professor of English. -Ind:
hi’

I .111rnt Seymour Abrahams,
.

photo by Frost
LOUIS D. WINE. .91)..1131 ag..nt of the Ceileral Riiieau itt lases ligation (standing), addressed the annual banquet of Chi Pi Sigma
Reelne-selaa night on "The ilistory and Functions of the FBI. Seated

Austin
SEE the
Sports Convertible
NEW

AUSTIN 4 -DOOR SEDAN

on either %Me of Rine are (left to right), Dick Chappell and Willard P. Schmidt, director of the police school.

NOW $1599

FBI Agent Lauds Local Police
School at Fraternity- Banquet
The importance of honesty and
efficiency in the field of law onfOreement was stressed at the anfluid banquet of Chi Pi Sigma, the
police fraternity. Wednesday night.
by Louis D Wine, special agent
of the Fedei.al Bureau of Investigation.
According to Ed Mebou
publicity director for the fraternity. Win.- paid tribute. to Dr. T.
55. Macquarrie, S.1S president,
for his initlatiae In the establishment of the police school.

Photo
...1%

%PA%

by

%rmstrieng

mvoffirits vs ho 14 ere Initheted into the Ord,-; of the

Shnt, I. %%Melo I..

an honorara ailaertising moan! for students
a the .eitsertesing staff of the Spartan Dada, Weelnesibia afternoon,
t surd In the front rove, left to right, Jim laralor. Jack 0.6,o-el I ran. o
Itingit. 111111 IN-flo-t, Vet %% lather.. HMI ,01: Kil.01. (Other
netoole-rok iii lho- order, et:ending, In the- hack rem. are. left to right:
emit, ’Ii lot 4 human F,, .51
iii, I
’.11 rgowrite I rays ford.
so.01
Meanie. Pete Palsmenelson and Jim Laang.

eetings
AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
Nitt .111b. Ski Queen Rah c
World Affairs comniittee will be
r.it,
t today at 3-30 p.m. in h--hi Iftti T. 8 and 9 at Asilumar.
1; 11111
PO make plans for itance , l’he co:den-nee is open to any interested student Contact Dr
Institute of Radio Fteree!
Z".1t
.1.y at 11:30 a Pl. in Room Brunt/ in Room 14
tier
Pas g ’steering
owlet y :
Today’s
be.,
’Lis been U4111
,-..
! the football 1:11171-

NIxrial litfaIrs Commit:
I .,1:; vri
M
S :to Vt.11.
I n1111 III viii to 3 pre tcreatrations
IT iii

for

’gref
1,1‘t
, so.i
r

winter

Alpine rta
up for the initiation dinior on Ph.,
sheet in caw oittiiie ot t’
forme office. Also nign tip
key or es pin.

.

for n:

Low Down Payment

EASY TERMS
Campus Representative
NICK ANDREWS, CY 2-6698

agency is to locate, and make
available to the armed forces, Selective Service delinquents. Some

of the most frequent violations in
this category, he said, are failure
to register, to return questionaires
or to advise the draft board of a
change of address.

TOWN & COUNTRY
MOTORS
434 S

FIRST ST

CV 4 8759

"Win, lose or draw, after the game we’re
goin’ to Bohannon’s."

aLso pra Pied the police school
.-tigram des eloped by Mc. Willard

chmidt.
Wine, who spoke on "The Histor, and Functions of the FBI."
told his audience that of 387 kidnaping cases investigated last year
lv the Fill, all hot two had been
solved. Ile also indicated that
there was an increase in the number of bank robberies ’involving
bold and daring criminals."
During the past year. he said.
through the efforts of the FBI.
there 55.
-re 8,521 convictions of
all types of crimes.

One function of

the

federal

Clubs to Operate
Ch ristmas Booth

"Known for

Good Food"

17 East Santa Clara

For an After -Game Treat
Spaghetti

DINNERS

or

from .85

Ravioli

Inc ides

.60

SPARTAN
GARDENS

PIZZA
.65 & up

Complete

ITALIAN
DINNERS
from S1.00
Soup. Salad,

SOUP

Initiating a project tri "Pbt
:C h r is t Back Into Christmas."
U’ 11,111 f e Corescraation Club: nwinticrs of
the Newman and St.,1ornery
, at I .
p m. dent Y clubs will join Monday to
in liv.vvni S2Iti to hear a talk on atiemp: to eliminate the commer’ Cooper:0i\ e
Pheasant
hunting cialism of the holiday. according
.1ieris"
to Diane Reese, general chairman.
Education Majors): Students who
Beginning next week’ the clubs
’don to take Education 104A. Plc- will operate a booth daily for two
te. Mary School Itheser%ation and weeks from 1210 to 1141 p.m
1.5 in
quarter. Must near the Morris Datic:s auditorium
ri izi,totr now in Room 161
lositheran Students AsseDellatIon:
Meet Sunday at P. p
at the
1;rnee Lutheran cleach tor a diniur anti meeting. Jean Gringle,

Intronallosial Relations flub: A’ stiatent counselor, will speak on
conference.
sponsor -ii
b.the 1.iitheran ’truly."

Dependab:lity

Economy

SALAD
SPAGHETTI
Bread Butter
Dessert

Antipasto

Spaghett;, Ravioli

Breed. Butter
Coffee, Dessert

PIZZERIA NAPOLITANO
292 South Market Street

Our Specialties .

PIZZA

-0
C RYSTAL o

00

Education Hour

-

..cic lac
ie

For the edification of the uninithe HOLY COW is a
meurtainous dish of a delicious
.1 y confection lavishly deco- it’d with fruits and syrup. And
. AND only 40c.

SPAGHETTI &
MEATBALLS

f
yr

.

I

.’

ttateci,

CREAMERY
7th

1347 McKEE ROAD
(contin.atio. of E. J,i,anj
Just West of Bayshore

to be enjoyed with a
PITCHER of Beverage

The Spartan Headquarters

=1

a Torre. Supply Short; Money Need
To Be Theme
etter Reserve Yours Of
Drumatime

SPARTAN DAILY
f rida

,nts should order their 1952 ger’s office immediately, since
rn.s at the Graduate Mana- there will Iv less yearbooks printMono problem is the theme of
ed this issue, Jane Scott, co-editor .-enday’s 6:30 p.m. "Dramatime"
of the book, announced yesterday, Inciadeast over KEEN. according
She revealed that although all to Dr. Edgar E. Willis, professor
of speech and Radio Guild adviser.
2500 of the 19-1 La Torres were;
"The stor
Arnold M
IT:
sold, only 2000 yearbooks will be ’Telegram from Heaven.’ concerns
, two yount: people who have a hard
printed for 1952.
Students may order their year- time making a living." he said.
Cast ni,mbers include: Cleo Ceand ideals of Delta Phi books now hy paying a $2 deposit.hulla Chtt Roche. Ed Berryessa,
art
Ira
she
added.
honorary
national
The remaining $5 ma! Sal Farrauto and Hob liangmeyer.
were described to prospec- Is’ paid at a later date, she said. Ron Vren is in charge of music
social
-a
recent
Tnbers at
Miss Scott said that the senior , and sound, with James Nash set’s’held at the home of Wit- pictures hate been completed and I ine as a -social.’ sound man. Nichndal, instructor in art and t he senior section of I.a Torre now olas R. Aildrotts is direct ine the
olviser to the group, Ed is being assembled. ’
I show.
publicity chairman an -

of Art

ims
raternity
oh!

Are

at Meet

II

1951

Journalism Seniors Required
To Take New Seminar Course

All journalism seniors will be required to take a journalism seminar course beginning next quarter.
Dr. Dwight Bente’, head of the
&part men t , announced yestcrila.
The required course will be
titled Journaliam 175. and will
be held Friday,. at 12:30 p.m. in
diacloar.d. He said sen11119,
iors still receive a half unit for
the %object,
d this still Is- the
Dr l’,111.-1
,inly time during iach quarter that
all members of the journalism faculty and senior students will be
able to get together to discuss current problems concerning the industry.
Idea of the course is to keep the
students abreast of what is going
on in the journalism field, he
added.
Dr. Rentel stated that the
Sam Hinton , not. 11 authority in , 1 television ha s his own radio roand performer of, folk songs and gram in San Diego and has ricorded 63 selections for the Liballads, will appear in the Little’;
brary of Congress.
Theater Monday afternoon at 3:301
o’clock, according to Mary Lou : 1101)1W EXIlibit IS
Carli, chairman of the cultural t
committee.
Miss Carli said that no acimission will be charged as the pro-1 1 10111e

Authority on Folk Songs Will
Sing in Little Theater Monday

Of Delta Phi Delta’s major
promoting art interest in
.iege community," he said.
;-:i-0 this aim, we are stain,he ’Picture of the Month.’
’ill appear soon in tlie LiA painting also will ix’ dis’ ;a the Placement office."
Anderson, president of the
..itlined the year’s program.
the organiwat ion’s
on
Filnew’, is a Christmas sale of
s art work to raise money
national convention to be
Minneapolis this spring.
toned are a February chaphit, visits to San Francisco gram is being sponsored by the!
An exhibit displaying samples of
.:1)S, sketching trips and a
"Hobbies for the Homemaker"
Associated Student Body.
p1 -in; costume ball.
Mr. Hinton will perform sched- may now he seen in the cabinets
Economics
the Home
’ outside
uled and request ballads and folk
office’.
songs for the students, she added.
Weat ing. photography and
He can sing approximately 500 of I
such avocations as candle-mak- .
these songs, she said.
Doctors warn smokers about throats.
Miss Carli revealed that Mr. hie are suggested as hobble. for
Kaywoodie Pipes have Three Throat Guards
Hinton is presently an instructor women in the home.
Jean Winslow, home economic -- to give extra throat protection
at the University of California Extension cchool and has appeared on student. set up the display, which
At-k-.t to go to prison?
stresses those hobbies requiring
11 sti. see Miss Doris Robinson.
little equipment and small outlay
of teacher placement. Acdlr.
for materials.
tor:17-.1- to her, prison walls are
According to Miss Winslow, a
o :or students interested in
hobby will "broaden one’s intere the athletic field.
ests, develop skill and confidence
T h e f penal institutions, San
in the handling of tools, and be a
Chino and the Fred Ne1pleasant source of relaxaticin and
1,S S400l for Boys, wag asSistStudent Y members wjl com- fun.
z:1nletic coac’tes and instruct - line a church visitation and "know
Florenet Emig of the Home
:r. physical education. she s.id your community" tour this Sunmint arranged
day, Dec. 2, when they travel to f:eonomits delta rt
tav.
.,oh, will be awarded on the San Franci,sco, according to the 1h.. other ...ORM. It at
pre-milord developLa.
colopelitive civil set-vice .Rev. James Martin, executive see- helpful in
ment of the child. Roth I
s..:: ’it ion.. According to infor- retary.
mercial and home-made lova are
1/1:01, rl received hy Miss Robinson
The student. %vitt visit the
displayed.
’he California State Person - lowahip church of Dr. Howard
at
Itne !northers of
11.
I
ant the final date for filing I Thurman. This will be rationed I hi.The
class in methods of Teaching SECOND TIIIRIAT-GVAIII Exclusive, patented
ition for the positions is by luncheon at a Chinese resDRINKLESS" device. Guts down notating
Home Economies and the . exhibits
The examinations will be taurant.
t
keens
1 I lit honest
arranged a. pal t iii a ela;:s reIn the afternoon, the visitors , are
;an. 12.
wille
i w sorn e o f the more a- quirement.

courvic skill be held as a round
table disrussion vvith students
and faculty meatbr n. participating.
11,, stated that this seminar will
enable the seniors to have a much
wider outlook on the whole field
of profewional journalism
tie eJournalism s:iidents
quireil to take the course throuctlout their senior year, he added

Firs", Solo Flight
Is Made by Three
the last ten
m.Inhors of the Fly in; _
tI
t
have successfully corn
first solo flights in the chutes ("e-- on airplane. acrordine to 1;,
Kruse, secretary.
("ik:
The thAs ale Walhe
Douglas Freeborn and Ed Gasirr.
Kruse said

On Display in

Ec Building

aches May
Get Positions
At Institutions

ROST 11110111 C114111 "Wider opening -bit.
Spreads out smoke. helps coal it No hot
irritate throat Or "bite . ton;ue.
51-1,(AP

Student Y Croup
Sets Sunday Trip
To San Francisco

Delta .Nu Theta
Holds Initiation
At Recent Meet

mous sections and scenic spots of
Such places as
San Francisco.
Fisherman’s Wharf, Chinatown
and Golden Gate park will be stops
ion the tour.
Transportation will be furnished
Delta No Theta, home econom- for 50 cents. Cost of the luncheon
ies honor society, recently held an will not exceed $1.50.
initiation for four new members.
The group will leave at 8:30
Members initiated were: Maret- o’clock Sunday morning from
ta Harvey, Beverly Dettling, Fran- the Student Y. 272 S. Set enth
ces Wilson and Betty Kendall.
street. A few cars may return
There are only 12 members of after the church services to alDelta Nu Theta, said Miss Pauline. low students uro wish to leave
1.t itch, adviser to the group- All early to return.
members are in the upper twoAll interested students are asked
fil ths of their group in general to register for the trip on the
scholarship of junior and senior sign-up sheet posted in the Stuhome economics majors.
dent Y.
Plans are being made for the
Organization’s annual Christmas
Project, said Miss Lynch.
Delta Nu Theta is one of the
ELgate 4-9721
01 ,..ianizat ions
which contribute
1,,s to the Spartan Daily Christmas tree each year. Toys are sent
to a children’s hospital.
For your prescriptions, drugs and
:osmetie needs, coma in to . . .

MOREREADFLEMING
ont:o
to.

Nese-rip/ran Priarinarrists ;
.r,o SO VI" Sritter
SAN JOSS, CAMS
,,
Cy oo r oo

PIC-A-RIB
Special Feature

BAR-B-9 BURGER

’

Plans tor the winter quartei
and a summary of past activities
were discussed at the Newman club’s recent night meeting. ac ’ cording to Father John Duryea.’
j <dub chaplain.
I Club members decided Friday
that a bulletin of present club activities and alumni news would be;
published and mailed to alumni in
the near future. The bulletin will
be mailed to all alumni who registered at the open house last ’
week,
I

FOR GOOD FOOD
and
PLEASANT
ATMOSPHERE

(hill’ h 1)11 Ottint. pipes hare these Three
Throal-Guards.lior extra throat protection!
[)omit gamble ulth vi cur throat’. kaywoiiiiic ha. I IrItY
ThrOal-Gliarri. workimlg frir you, protecting trim threat as no
other smoke can. "Iliev reilliee tars anti make -Iiii.ke
And Just hold that Kavwlioilieg. Feel the Nitur-mir.r.th
briar. It’s the a orlit’s be.t. Admire it as you would the linc.t.
piece of sculpture.
%gm ...a hat a
Anti what a real smoke a kil%%.(pi.die
man’s smoke! i’lus so much extra throat rote. min!
kat-noodle medals Ilre bries1 hunt rind then
throos ’Si"0/ ml as..,. Are,. .0, IS, Ow./
lir the
,t. rrt .111Id. I le,

KAHFOODIP,
NEW

YORK

SINCE

LONDON

ISSI

Koywoodie Pipes ore available in o wide
variety of shapes and Crushes. $4 to $25

ja hacienda ,911#1
Look for the Kayweredie

DINING ROOMLOUNGE

Call CYpress 5-1814

ONE MILE NORTH OF

1385 W. SAN CARLOS

LOS GATOS

Across fors 0 Connor Hospital

ON SARATOGA HIGHWAY

CLOSED MONDAYS

GUARD THAT THROAT, DOCTORS SAY!
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SJS vs. Marquette
No.

LER

6/ J. Adams

LIR

74 D. Stoners

LGR

E. Berigan 63

Enjoy The Best
)14N

LER

80 J. Petersen

LTR

54 J. S. Denis

MG

H. Sims 87
J. Linnernanstons 74
F. Fox 75

B. Lo -e 73

61 T. Cuffe

REL

J. Tobias 83

52 D. Bondelie

MLB

D. Leahy 22
S. Wojcik 40

57 B. Halladay

RLB

LHR
PHI

V....10nm II a it 22 G. Mendonsa
s --1st %N. I
line :48 B. Amaral
4
h Koh 8ion/an
%eat in Kill Perry.
Ka_ Kill .-1114% h.. pr..teg- into
th, ,r Iin.,l -I.Iroisnh of 4k, sear
tonight.

No.

69 J. Perch

PT L.

33 L. Aplanalp
52 B. Osborre

Pos.

53 G. Porter
11 S. Wacholz

RSL

53 G. Porter
41 S. Wacho’n

N.

J. Perza 65

D. Mak,ows’xi 53

61 T Cafe
35 E. Salvadal.ni

ft

Pos.

D. Ratkbel 81
E. Kox!owski 70

44 B. Hughes

FB

RTL
REL
LLB

J. Masnaghetti 71
G. Krieger 82 .
P. Daly 37
J. Backman 64
T. Kelly 68
L. Klein 35

38 M. Vujevich

N. Rohte 31

e2 G. Mendonsa

F. Kopenski 18

23 ’A. Chagonjian

G

MARQ. DEFENSE

5.15 DEFEr._:E

MA4Q. OFFENSE

SJS OFFENSE
No.

KICKG;i: 8:00 P.M.

SPARTAN STADIU’v.

SALVATION ARMY CHARITY GAME

L -I

A. Thomas 23
A. Lastofka (0) 17

SMILING BCD MINTER %1 hid%
third year as backfield
up
coach for the Spartan eleven tonight when the Hilltoppers and
Inter al."oa I n
Ra ii It 1 ,, Mee t.
head track coach. coming to
Mashinglon Square in 1941 in
that capacity.

Nine Seniors Play Final
THE
Game for Raiders Tonight WeRLDI

back from the injured list to put
Pornekoff, Guards Vern ’taller
caillip and Dick Bondelie, Cennew lit.’ and experience in the
ter. Tom Calle and Keith Cardelenshe unit. He’s a crack line penter, lialfbaek. Archie Chu- ’
backer.
gonjlan and Gibby Mendonsa
Backfielder Niocriss got jinxed lot’
and Fullback Frank Morriss.
l’oir,ekoft will miss the finale to- sure’ For the first four ganies he
ATTENTION
...In lose. .,j5 linemen mid
night. while Morriss will he ready sisa, going strung. Physical hurts
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SPARTAN
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UONUT SHOP
i 1!, Idaho game.
...nen stalwartsThe utliir
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fr ..... the time the first donned
spartan unitarm.. flranran has
a big junior and sophomore crop
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1 off.
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and
Bungalow Fountain kstlsall player The five -eight, 167
, pounder from Livingston was
DAY’
FAsr 5,
scribed by Bronlan "pound for
Drink
pound the best back in the nation"
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to
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Raider-Hilltopper Prune Bowl
Game Rated as Tight Tussle
’I"

Bowl Clash Winds Up
’51 Season

SPARTAN DANA

13

When the tixt tartts the pigskin
might it will he the kickoff of
second annual Sahation Arms
’..une Bowl charity game. Pro- eeLs of the game go to the Sal- .,tion Army for its annual Christ -

.
ce should to plenty of oxi.10,t,,ns tonight in Si:art:in
when the Spartans and the
crsity of Marquette Hilltop-1
come to the end of the 19-.’
trail in the Salvati,
Prune Bowl classic.

l’sI’’..’ of Spai tan 1.itt: 0’1
per’. ices .4 the worksti.
i.sersonney ail!
donated by SA:
Jose St at. IA lute male at thc at
topi
.
and Ih.

,1,3 ksal busm.

s partl tor 3000 underprivileged
otldren. Christmas dinners to.
1250 tired): (amities and gifts tor
hospital shut-ins.
Last year in the inaugural ;ante
the San Jose Packers defeated the I

Rh Broman’s Golden Raiders.
ari. red hot ferr this one. Tir-.%
has.’ approached the Y%ph idlng

Seattle Ramblers...1LO,

I

Blackbourn’s I-Whoppers
eat thee could touch aff
reworks that could keep
at racking.

tn.

Prune Bowl Proceeds
Go to Underprivileged
helm; undeiv,rii,,
0

NSIVI’

Free idmitiance
St ud,nt s a lb .1s11 cards o 11’
arinntted friv. of cliargo
II ,
Cal 130I-SJS basketball game tie

Preceding the game tonight will mot row night.
he an hour long pageant tvatiiiing tn. Graduate
nine nmsical 01ganizations, drum i.stri day.
majorettes and other ontertainers. ,

Students will tt111.1’ the M.
The Prune Soul cununitto,e,
headed Ia Chalks F Mallor3, a 1...ns at the San Carlos sti ,
,local iadio executive, has guaran- door, sts, said Non
,
7,, 1,-.
ITT,.
titlt

II both squads are "on" at the
,,me Ii in.’. look for a tremendous hall game: That’s what it

shapes up io
Ilronzan calls the game a tossup He said the same thing when
Ins last -finishing crew tackled
Santa Clara for a tie and defeated
(5 1’ last Friday night. Marquette
to COP. 39-27, and were upSanta Clara Sunday. 27-14.
Logically, the visitors from
;,usin .1
Id be the favorI hey battled bravely and
, against some of the nation’s
teams in losing to Wisconsin, 22-6, Michigan State, 20-14,
Tulsa, 27-21 and Ifoly Uross, 3942. Marquette hasn’t haitit easy
all sear. They’ve lost to the best
:Ind haen’t looked had in the
nroeess:

Christmas List

There
Are
PERT FRANCINE LAWSON. Spartan song and cheer leader, es
amines the muscles of two varsity huskies, Tackle Jon Petersen la’
left and Tackle Boots Edmonson, Francine Is one of tour coeds hi
the United States who is being considered for the distinction 01

"Campus Football Queen." a contest sponsored by Sport magazine
Petersen and Edsonson couldn’t enter the competition, both being
overweight. Freshman Joe scales 270, Junior Boots carries 21m
pounds, Both uill shove their poundage against the Marquette nil -

toppers tonight.

don’t forget these Spartan.. M
Bronco and COP scraps.!
(*olden Raiders appear ready
arty good major team a
’’ . The
team is anxious to
; this last game a game to re ’,r. They’ve had it rough
With only one ::,arrie remaining the top spot. still has the be-.
- ,,f the way but have finished
and the 1951 grid slate. Halfback i average per try on the club wit!.
club to handle.
Gibby Mendonsa appeared almost ;even yards a crack in 32 attempt air battle is expected. Still. a shoo-in as the Spartan’s leading !Leaders follow in rushing, pass r.
tcanis ground game could ground gainer for the season. The .ertii,ing. and scoring:
the ditivrence. At any rate. "best halfback on the coast pound
1.,
I Rushing
TCB
Ito a free-scoring skirmish.
for pound- has netted 312 yard* Mendonsa, fib
teams have the horses. About in 60 carries for a 5.2 yard averNlerriss
32
;I ton!
age per carry.
ti,t;orne. hh
77
217
_
In the air lanes, Qtiarterhack !S3kes, fly
37
165
vtarquette’s Don Leahy ranks
144
43
.th a ,,,,, ng the nation’s passers Lynn Aplanalp, one half of the ’ Amaral. lb
136
:16
’’miii Ill completions in 207 Sport 31.’S a. rial twins, leads the’ A. Nlatthet.vs, hh
Vase Receiving
No. Yds. ’II,
i,lopts. Bronzan counters ith nation’s passers in cortThletion per14
282
fib
his lain T directors. Lynn
Us- centage with .597 on 46 hits
12
143
lb
.nalp 1,nd Jerry Hamilton.
i- 77 attempts. Aplanalp has 557
credit.
. 11
112
nilonsa. Fib
adp
tops the country int, yards to his
ik.
Har,Int
9
13.:
.1. Matthews. 111)
1,./- p rreatage of pass r
1)10- Quarterback Jerry
8
:
lb
tions uith a 397 average on 16 405, with 29 completions in
7
Y.
Pornekoff. e
ot:t of 77. Aplaualp has pitched I brows.
Fullback Frank Morriss, who,’ Scoring
TD PAT Pt boo- touehdown pastat,, 111111Mil6
held the reins through most of. Morriss, lb
I 11 three.
. 5
0
the campaign before relinQUISR131k Osborne. lib
ickbourn has sonic real turf
2
0
Mendonsa, hb
. ratrs in his solid running crew1
0
SNkr.s. fb
HILLTOPPERS RECORD
, Halfbacks Stan Wojcik, NorSt ’c -a’.. lib. .
1
0
-, Rohter. Ralph Esposito and
Marqu,it,. W-3. L-6, T-1.
a
71
ilack Frank Kopenski. These 18
South 1 /.4kota
ti Porter,
s hase speed and power corn- Ii
22 ;
Wisconsin
-1 The Spartan land game will ii
Iowa State
ad on the efforts of Hallbacks 14
Michigan
NORD’S
Mendonsa, Bobby Ostiorne. 21
Tulsa
BETWEEN CLASS SNACKS
A. Matthews, and Fullbacks Bob 27
(Ohio)
Miami
Aral. Dick Stults and Frank 27
Sandwiches to go
COP
!-riss.
Holv Cross
39
25c to 35c
Mendonsa suffered a few hard 26
Detroit
05 E. San Fernando
acks against COP and was it
4’ed to take it easy this
i,cactice. Morriss, ordinarib.
.:oher one fullback, will be avail.
SNO MAN "Guess The Score Contest"
.I’ ’It
for limited duty. The br
or has been out for a month.
Spartans and 17 Hilltop WIN A DELICIOUS MILK SHAKE!
w ill he playing their fin-..
be she total combined score of the
Just fill in tre cr. what yo..1 5f6rk

endonsa Leads Backs
As Top Ground Gainer

i 7 t

SAN JOSE STATE-MARQUETTE GSM*, S;V1 your name and +eke it to the
CAMPUS SNO MAN. All entries mad be in bedaub 6 ern, Friday, Nor. 30.
You can’t beat Donuts
at

SCORE

NAME

DIERKS

CAMPUS SNO MAN

371 West San Car!os

ern A SAN CARLOS

24

I. Gesroe
CASHMERE 4 , 1150
2, Lee
SWANK CUFFLINKS 2 9S

Shopping

3.

Days

WALLET. SOO
- Tom
ARROW SPORT SHIRT o

Just

Left

all at-

It1ooe0 116114 ctoPe
’THE PLACE TO GO FOR THE BRANDS TOU KNOW"
181 S. FIRST ST.

t

After the game
Excitement rn.iles ’,co ilk,- gry,
and that’s where we come in
Our doors are open all nigh,
long, and that’s where you
come in.

we’ll like ’ern’

Ilring your friends

LUCCA
Italian Restaurant

965 Grant

AX 6-1984

SANTA CLARA

MUSICIANS!
INSTRUMENT OWNERS!
Currlin Music Center
has just re,:r :vcd

;hicemer

0;

KLEARSITE CASE COVERS
Just the thing for the protection of your instrument
Rain covers to fit any regulation case. Stitched edges.
TRUMPET CASE COVERS

1.80

CLARINET CASE COVERS

¶80

SAXAPHONE CASE COVERS

I 80

TROMBONE CASE COVERS

4 50

CuPPlin

C’entep

84 Eat San Fcrnando St.
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Off to Nat ii m a Is Saturday

Novice Boxing
Finals Will Be
Televised
Finals of the novice boxing
tournament will be filmed for
teleilsion, according to an an
made yesterday by
Danny Dill, athletic publicity director,
films will be made his Kill
di Diego, local producer, vibe.
took the ono%!es of one of last
year’s boxing matches is hi i h
nits tele%ised.
7 he runic.. tournament begins
on Mordnesday and sill ruin for
three nights. On the final night,
campus sororities and fraternities sill present their annual
eiedumed rooting display.
organizations has.’ only tug)
more days in ishich to sign up
I,. order to take part In the
etrasaganza.

Staff Grid Selections
Borchert Hurlbert
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Buy A Ticket to the Game Tonight
With the Money You SAVE on
SPARTAN Gasoline
Major Gasoline at Less Than Major Prices
Show your student body card and
receive a SPECIAL COURTESY
REDUCED RATE CARD

SAN JOSE
GAS-O-TERIA
363 NO. FIRST ST.
,
Ti
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And thrifty too!
111

HAMBURGER
IN ALL ITS
GLORY

Right on the Corner

4 Haircut at
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After the Game
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Gires with any purchase. larci
Or small.

S+14
SANTA CLARA
(I eloa from Campy’)

CLOSED MONDAYS,.

Third & San Fernando Sts.

wits

on

P4000

AL’S Shell Service

In Sock of oho Spot+ Shop

FINE FOOD

Winchester Rd.

Pennants!

GOOD HAIRCUT
ran Gel 414,
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SPEARS

Football

Appearance is a

DAY

Serve Yourself and Save

WA MATEO

Spartan

An Essential Part of a Well -Groomed

Yell

CYpress 2-6590

FREE

._

Mo.
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Tulane
151i*s
Tenn
B. C.
H.S.
Miami
Houston

ett lelict
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ROY HURLBERT

Spartan Harriers
,
.
Title
i
AAU
Seek

Jordan
Marg.
USC
Army

give a portrait by

Sidelines
OFF THE FILES
.
....I words dept . .
Kelt
y
photo by
1. s. Stantaid will go to the Rose
!OK Tur. Bit. ()SEspartan cross cosintr) coach,
1110.1’11..
tickets."
Doti Itr%.iiit...hfreine right. beams %sift. approLal as he check his !Bowl if they can get the
This prophesy was offered by Danstop oat. h %slide Paul Jennings, left, and Joe Tyler run ii practk
lip In prep.sration tor the National .551 nit-it. Looking tin are four ny Hill, SJS athletic news direcoilier mp.ot.,its oho is ill compete in the meet. The, are, left to right, tor. prior to the Stanford-Spartan
Note to
Bob %/e,ce,o. Mike fiurrera, Larry Purley and Paul Rouen, Jerry !game two months ago.
P en,rwon midi Si Beher, uho also sill run in the meet, are not
Danny: Coach Chuck Taylor’s Inturcil
: juns will be allowed to camp in the
!Rose Bowl for the New Year’s
!I classic. The Tribe has been allotted 47358 ducats for the contest.
Seems Stanford won the Pacific
coast Conference championship to
get the hid. Taylor’s boys should
able to get by the gatekeeper.
Why not give the Farm a buzz
and ask for a few tickets. Dan’17
There should be enough to pass
"’
in
’Tyler
Joe
l ti Spartan ace
around.
e,ei) du li1 meet hekl this season..
MENTOR MEDITATES
.f,
ii:iII MI ;014441141 I. V401 110. N.t, ’ sill ferrd on appendicitis attack I
Grad mitstrr Bolt Flionzan flirt.
Ais
taut !..srly Tuesday mornhr2. and %%as ed with destiny last week as y
low tool twig in tore -ii to undergo an appendecto- speaker of the sports staff fin
1 1/1V operat non. T1144 01111 at ion was weekly football prognostication,
-My I.e.. -.till have a chance to! slicers...lid and McMullen ni
rir0111/111 Called St.Ven right, six
o ii
II. I iii.. I." Vrysirit opinedS’es- I reltilig in the Meradden Ileailli wrong and one resulted in a tie.
t. rd .\ "W. iltinitrIv will miss crittagt. fail he will he out ot af- Ile refused to bc a Chuck Taylor
until track season op, tr.
It 0..111 the 14444.
in that he failed to select a win
Paid Jenning,. Jei:tv Froil s,in ner in the S.IS-COP game. Insteaii
reciivrreil the Spartan boss wrote in a guta nil Both A’. it!.
injuries whieli plagued tion mark in the "choice" mbar.
triati
We paid yarticular radii
them carle-r in the week. All
?hue. ’,hoi ik! be in top fount totni,r- Briinzan’s ideas on the Star
Cal engagement. There we
. row. aecording to Bryant.
The meet is scheduled to start hesitation. lie cc 7
it Ill a rn and will he run over cast a victory fun
I, t,i1the 13,14,C er0S14 country course On’ men over the
unitersity of California cam. clown on the Palo Alto ;
pus In the event of it rainstorm, Shamrock stands for luck, an
L.21
1 the meet will he run as scheduled identified very closely with th.
71,4’iS4111
.
i tad ntav be switehed to anotheri’ Indians this year.
fironzan has respect for 1111,,,, v. e ate,. I vourse, as the Bilt-C", Worse coy- I
.
terrain which; Stanford gridders, mind you, bui
i.1 i. i: a O ., I, , 1!551 taut- ’i’. a lot of hi
I. ,1,.. a
iri avainsi i.1 At:L:0., would make running conditions he. isn’t sacrificing objectivity. if,
pnor The distance to be run is "" tell you right now that th,
.I 144,1. ,ri S14.411.411 IM)40
University of San Francisco (km -Ii) III?? meters.
14 pm
for
Duran; yesterday’s practice se.. unbeaten and yet to be billed
1V.o kin.: I 41 .1 11114, L:111114 111a luml, would conquer the Ros
r.,414 do in Coaeti (hit I.) Walk - sion. the Spartan harriers took
,
; Bowl Indians if the tv:o ClUbS wet ,
i ’, 1114’1111.’n al,ii can make it a t
. ...
.,I ,441 ,.. %%cep tour the Aggies. The Paul Jennings, a junior from Titi. -, 141 meet tomorrow.
fironzan’s logic, no doubt. stemsrr,er Leos ills -it the first mntest hick. Was ...elected to serve as rapprimarily from Spartan perform
..I 1,141%144 ir(a 6 to 3 inalgin
tam. Thts is Jennings’ set owl year
Situ Jose St ate upped its sva - I nit the tram and he has seored in :dices against Stanford and 91,
INins. lio.’s broadminded, however
1.44.01’41 10 fight sictories in every meet in whieh the Sixirtan
and his reasoning appt,arA to be ;1
IA contests by sinking SF State, harriers have participated in the
,
product of careful consideration. A
college for the second time this Mal Iwo ’oats.
McMullen. "le lot of people thought Stanford Wu,.
yr.ir S to .1. Wednesday evening sidelined runner. was chosen as
walking a very thin wire on Ow the SF State pool Foruard holloralrY INI14,11"
nine g a me winning streak
\
1,1,.1 I hdtbz1" led the victors with
Bryant is ill send Joe Tyler and weakened California Bear iii;
bait goals
Larry Purlev into the race with iated the Redmen from Palo v
l’imight s final vrater test sill instruetions to run their own races
last week on the reservation, yet
Iln, iii, out Ii Jack Miner. goalie.; and win the loom meter jaunt if
I
hope Illinois forgets to brim
liall Fineh. I ’in Lee and Bob Fill- possible. Ti hr has a good chance Sure
a football to Pasadena!
., iiaok,.
chot 1.1ouglas. Fred of winning the individrr ;! . .,4717
1’1,0.11
mid Chet K. il forwards pionship. Bryant hell.
Ai,. ..,..,.int: sit tin %Lill lie
Sher- I %1’,Iiiirndlelyn. r.s.may .11)41,itti7i’inTsgh%,"iii
I...
GOOD LUCK...
11401 1.4441413S. Tin 1ov I lot haway,
.1:1 Flood Doh Gorman, Ward number three man, :mil P.,11 L
SPARTANS’
Set I 0 u. Harry Sehuttler, Bill wen. Bob Aztveda. Mils,
Stoat. Iii.sik, Vim...nu and Dick Jerry. Burnt suit anti Al 55 .. 1
I ,
Iattli’
run in a pack.

55rIdy
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SPORTSCRIPTS
by DICK RUTHERFORD
I! past season performances
mean anything San Jose State college should tumble the Hilltoppers
of Marquette university in tonight’s second annual Prune Bowl
tussle.
(college of Pacific and Santa
lira, both common opponents,
soundly rapped Marquette and,
in turn, the Golden Raiders have
trapped the Bengalis and tied the
Broncos.

590
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Sts.
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Cage Season Opens Saturday

dan
Mt.

ri

30,

Less than 24 hours after Coach’
Bob Bronzan’s football squad concludes their season, Coach Walt
McPherson will match his basketball five againsta good Cal Poly ;
team to open the Spartan cage I
season at 8 p.m. in the Men’s gym
tomorrow.
After experimenting with various combinations in several scrimmages, McPherson has decided to
start his five returning lettermen
against
the Mustangs. Duane
Baptiste and Lee Jensen will open
at forwards, George Clark will

start at center, and Mort Schorr ;
and Elmer Craig will fill the guard i
positions. Slated to see a lot of:
action at guard is Jack Avina. a
non -letterman veteran of the 195051 team.
The starting Mustang lineup
will include four veterans and one
freshman. Jerry Frederick, a former San Jose high school player.
and Ed Nichols, who tallied 333
Points for Cal Poly last season,
will start at the forward pasts.
Veteran guards Bob Tomlinson
and Dave Ziemer will work in the
backcourt positions and Alain Sut-

in this campaign ot rev,
veteran sportswriter Stanley
Woodward claims there is no such
v. rd as "upset") anything is liablo to happen. And it has, too:
Take last week’s 7 to 0 Spartan
ictory over a highly favored COP
Tiger as a good example.
Pointing a team for a certain
game is like a setter pointing for
the kill --it sometimes backfires.
This is the indefinable quantity
that has produced the great re\ erses of the past, the present, and
undoubtedly, the future. As Coach
Huh Bronzan explained it, "If I
knew the answer, I certainly
wouldn’t be coaching."

ton, a 6’. 3" freshman will oppose
George Clark at center.
The only basis for a comparison
between the two present teams is
that
both
fives
scrimmaged
against the Camp Roberts team.
The army five edged the Mustangs while they lost to the McPherson men by five points.
Camp
Roberts
scrmunaged
against the Spartans Tuesday
night and exhibited a fine team
paced by a 1950-51 All-American.
Scotty Steagle of
Steagle, who scored 881,3 points last
season and averaged 28.6 points a

!game. tallied 17 markers again
the Spartans despite the fact INhe had participated in a 12-mi..
hike that morning.
, Coach Bob Wuesthoff’s junic
1%arsity court men will tangle
San Benito junior college on th,
preliminary game, which will star at 6:30 p.m. Five freshmen compose the probable starting fn..:
IThey are Dick Brady of Mader,
and Larry Heffner of San Jose 11’
forwards. Bud ’beim of Mt n, Park at center, and Don Sift. s
San Jose and Slim Hodeesen ( Redwood City at emir&

for Your
Formal ’Nights Out

Here is a story that would
make Robert Ripley sit up and
take notice. This is the tale of
the traveling bag that has really
men somewhere.
The traveling kit in question
turned up in Coach Ted Mumby’s
It might
office the other day.
1.1%e been just an ordinary hag
h as generally is used by athto haul their gear. But this
bag has a history that is 20 years
oId and extends half way around
the globe. On the case in large
Mack letters, faded by time, is
simply printed, "Indian Olympic
Team." Of little meaning to anyone, that is, except Mr. Mumby,
San Jose State college wrestling
and tennis coach. To him it brings
back life long memories.
This same traveling kit had
been lost in Los Angeles some
1(1 years ago, the year of the
1932 Olympic games. The bag
was the property of !deny-a
sutton, a hurdler, representing
India in the world games. Sutton, who is now a railroad engineer in India, was a member of
team
Olympic
the
Indian
(coached by Mumby).
The hag was lost during the
oilirse of the Olympic’s and nothing more was thought of the incident. Mumby and his aggregation
returned to India, where he had
gone following his graduation from
the University of Indiana in 1921.
It was through his tenure as coach
at Lucknow J.C., a college of 1400
students in north central India,
that he received a bid to coach
the Indian Olympic team.
Mumby had coached his Luck now mat team to the United Provinces’s wrestling championship the
year before and was approached
by a member of India’s athletic
union to head the province’s Olympic contingent. As he explained.
it was the start of his career.
"Wrestling has brought me everything I have."
Another incident occurred that
esentrial year of 1932 for MumIn that he will always remember, it was the year he founded
the College at Physic*/ I.:duration in Lticknow, which still C.ist4, and by coincidence is headed by One of Mumby’. former
students, C. M. Alichaci.
To get back to the story, the
’111,,in4 bag curiously ficiiirs41 up
ii I he possession of a v .nong Peter
Burnett Jr. high school student
San Jose. It was noticed by a
,’;partan student teacher. who notMumby’s name in one corner.
In questioning the youngster, it
was discovered that his father had
.ien him th, ease. v. hich he in
turn had found M Los Angides.
The bag of missing memories
had flnally opened its contents.
11,Iteve it or nre

2.99

IN STRIKING GOLD OR WHITE SATIN

Sizes 4 to 9

Gold Kid
Leather Formal Sandals
4.99
For the perfect climax to your
Formal evening wear, choose either
of these two outstanding models.
Sizes 4 to 9

OPEN THURSDAY EVENING

Of Interest To All State Students
Bob Bronzan, your coach, and Frani Herron, sportscaster,
broadcast every Thursday evening at 8 p.m. over Station
direct from GallenKamps, 136 South First St.
KSJO
You are invited to attend and discuss with Coach Bronson his football predictions.

TILL 9 P

&141et4(amp?
SUPER
65 SOUTH MARKET STREET

SHOES

136 SOUTH FIRST ST., San Jose

41 SOUTH FIRST STREET

D.411.1i

Friday.

30, 1961

Where Christmas dreams come true .
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Christ-ncy., sp.,it and yOue

sweaters made

in

Austria by Bernard

Altmann

C

:,...srest green, Canary ye!low. Grey heather, Tan heather F:

Long sleeve slip on
modelled by Jeanne \Nellie

Long sleeve cardigan
modelled by Joanne Pratt

Short sleeve slip-on
modelled by Diane A dimus

